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1.1

FOREWORD

1.1.1

Solar farms are a simple and established technology providing a source of safe and
clean energy which produce zero emissions when in operation. Solar development
is temporary as the panels can be removed at the end of their lifetime, but it also
allows the agricultural use of the land to continue through grazing. Solar energy is
not only sustainable; it is renewable meaning that we will never run out of it.

1.1.2

In 2019 Solar PV accounted for 11% of renewable electricity generation in the UK1.
In 2019 there was circa 13.3GW of installed capacity of solar energy in the UK 2.

1.1.3

Solar farms are an effective and unobtrusive way of creating the electricity we all use
– with the panels having a low visual impact on the local landscape and creating no
noise, pollution, by-products or emissions. Additionally, solar farms result in minimal
disturbance to the ground and can significantly enhance local biodiversity, for
example through planting a species rich wildflower mix in field margins, creating a
more diverse habitat.

1.2

PURPOSE OF THIS STATEMENT

1.2.1

This planning statement has been prepared by Sirius Planning on behalf of Parc Solar
Traffwll Ltd to support the planning application for the proposed development of a
ground mounted solar farm and associated, ancillary equipment (“the proposed
development”).

1.3

PLANNING APPROACH

1.3.1

As the scheme comprises an electricity generating station with a potential generating
capacity of between 10MW and 350MW, it falls within the definition of a ‘Development
of National Significance’ (DNS) under section 4 of the Developments of National
Significance (Specified Criteria and Prescribed Secondary Consents) (Wales)
Regulations 20163, for the purposes of section 62 (D) of the Town & Country Planning
Act 1990 as amended by s19 of the Planning (Wales) Act 20154 (“the Wales Act”).

1.3.2

The Act requires the applicant to carry out pre-application consultation before
submitting the planning application to PINS. The purpose of the DNS process is to
ensure timely decisions are made on those planning applications that are of the
greatest significance to Wales because of their potential benefits and impacts. Future
Wales: The National Plan 2040 (February 2021) is the development plan for DNS
decision-making purposes.

1.4

OUTLINE DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSAL

1.4.1

The proposed development encompasses 3 parcels of land (‘Development Areas’)
which are located to the west and south-east of the village Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn
and to the south and south-east of the village Bryngwran. RAF Valley is situated to
the south and the A55 Expressway lies to the north. The application site extends to
a total area of approximately 63ha and is situated entirely within the administrative

Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES): renewable sources of energy
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/84
0014/Chapter_6.pdf
2 Capacity of, and electricity generated from, renewable sources (DUKES 6.4)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/72
9373/DUKES_6.4.xls
3 2016 No. 53 (W.23)
4 2015 anaw 4
1
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area of the Isle of Anglesey.
1.4.2

Drawing LOC1001/11/01 identifies the site location.

1.4.3

Parc Solar Traffwll will have an export capacity of circa 35MW of electricity, enough
to power approximately 11,600 homes per year and offset over 7,840 tonnes of CO 2
every year, the equivalent of taking around 3,620 cars off the road.

1.5

THE APPLICANT

1.5.1

Parc Solar Traffwll Ltd is a subsidiary of Low Carbon, a British-owned investment and
asset management company. Low Carbon has successfully developed over 322
megawatts (MW) of UK solar projects and currently manages in excess of 1 gigawatt
(GW) of renewable energy assets across more than 100 sites in the UK.

1.5.2

Low Carbon’s goal is a genuinely low carbon future with environmental stewardship
and collaboration with local communities at the heart of its approach. It is committed
to making a positive and significant impact on the causes of climate change and to
achieving biodiversity net gain and environmental improvements.

1.5.3

Low Carbon is proud to be a Certified B Corporation™. As a B Corp, it is part of a
community of more than 259 businesses in the UK that uses the power of business
to build a more inclusive and sustainable economy, with each member meeting the
highest verified standards of social and environmental performance, transparency,
and accountability.

1.6

PLANNING STATEMENT STRUCTURE

1.6.1

This Planning Statement has been organised into the following chapters:







1.6.2

Introduction
The Site and Surroundings;
The Proposed Development;
Environmental Considerations;
Planning Policy and Material Considerations; and
Summary and Conclusions

The following documents have been submitted in support of the planning application
and should be read alongside this Planning Statement:






Environmental Statement Volumes 1 – 3;
Transport Statement and accompanying Construction Traffic Management
Statement;
Design & Access Statement;
Socio Economic Statement; and
Welsh Language Statement.
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2. THE SITE
AND
2.
SURROUNDINGS
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1

This chapter provides a description of the site in terms of its location, history, and
surrounding land uses. It also sets the development within the context of surrounding
land uses.

2.1.2

The site location and extent of site boundaries are shown in drawing LOC1001/11/01
and below in Figure 2.1. The redline site boundary for the planning application
extends to a total area of approximately 63ha (which includes the cable route).
Figure 2.1: Site Location

DA6

DA4

2.2

SITE OVERVIEW

2.2.1

The application site is spread over three distinct parcels of land that will be connected
by below-ground cabling that will link the site to the existing substation at Caergeiliog.
The application site and surrounding areas are rural in nature, characterised by
farmland, rough scrubland, dunes, wetlands and waterbodies. RAF Valley to the
south-west and the villages of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn, Bryngwran and Caergeiliog
are the principal developed areas in the vicinity of the application site. Llanfihangel
yn Nhowyn is approximately 250m east of Development Area (DA) 6 (the western
most development area). Bryngwran is approximately 100m north of DA4 and DA5
(the eastern development areas).

2.2.2

The development areas will be connected to the substation (point of connection to
the grid) by underground cabling in the existing highway. The cable routes are
outlined in drawing LOC1001/11/01 and Figure 2.1 above.

2.3

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT AREAS

2.3.1

Prior to undertaking the EIA, the Parc Solar Traffwll proposal comprised nine
individual development areas, numbered 1 to 9. As baseline surveys and
assessments were undertaken it became clear that some development areas had the
potential to create significantly adverse environmental effects. These development
areas were removed from the proposal as potential significant residual effects
Sirius Planning | 11
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following mitigation could not be adequately addressed. The removed development
areas are 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9, see Figure 2.2 below for an outline of these development
areas and Table 2.1 for a brief overview of why these DAs were remove from the
scheme.
Table 2.1: Justification for Development Area Removal
Development Reason for Removal
Area
1
Assessments concluded this DA was a traditional foraging habit
of the chough and the species could experience a significantly
adverse effect through the deployment of solar
2
This DA was not large enough to viably deploy solar once the
buffer to adjacent residential property had been applied.
3
Historic Asset Setting Impact Assessment identified there would
be a detrimental impact from DA3 on the setting of the Castellor
Hut Settlement, a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
7
DA7 was removed from the proposals at the landowner’s
request part way through the initial consultation exercise.
8
Assessments concluded this DA was a traditional foraging
habits of the chough and the species could experience a
significantly adverse effect through the deployment of solar
9
Assessments concluded this DA was a traditional foraging
habits of the chough and the species could experience a
significantly adverse effect through the deployment of solar
Figure 2.2: Outline of All Initial Development Areas

2.3.2

Below is a description of the retained development areas considered for the Parc
Solar Traffwll proposal. A more detailed description of the discarded development
areas is provided in Chapter 5 of the submitted Environmental Statement (ES).
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2.4

RETAINED DEVELOPMENT AREAS
DA4

2.4.1

Development Area 4 (DA4) comprises 4 grazing fields and measures c. 23ha. The
perimeter field boundaries have mature hedgerows, but internal field boundaries are
largely post and wire stock fencing. The highest part is towards the eastern boundary
at 14m AOD. The western boundary, adjacent to the Afon Crigyll is the lowest point
of the application site at 3.5m AOD. Overhead power lines run across the land in an
east to west alignment. There is a barn (50m by 11m by 4m high) and foundations
(21m by 10m) associated with a residential development that was consented in 2011
(ref. no. 16c132D) located in the northern most field of DA4. The ground adjacent to
the Afon Crigyll is marshy/boggy.

2.4.2

Access is from an un-named road via an existing field gate on the northern boundary
that provides access to the existing barn. There is also access via a small triangular
shaped parcel of land located along the northern boundary which has been
historically used for the storage of sileage bales.
Surrounding Development Area 4

2.4.3

The nearest residential properties are Plas-Llechylched and Plas Farm located
adjacent to the eastern boundary, Cae’r-ddol and Pen Bont on the opposite side of
the highway that runs along the northern boundary. There are two properties (Ty
Capel Hebron and Dolafon) located to the immediate north of the crossroads at the
north-eastern corner.

2.4.4

Afon Crigyll runs along the western boundary, where a pond is also located. The
western boundary of DA4 abuts the RSPB Valley Wetlands Nature Reserve which is
also Cors Plas Local Wildlife Site.

2.4.5

Castellor Hut Group is the closest Scheduled Ancient Monument, located circa 45m
south-west of the boundary. The nearest Listed Buildings include Pandy Cymunod (a
Grade II former woollen mill and workshop built in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries located approximately 100m to the north) and Pont Factory Cymunod (a
Grade II listed bridge over the Afon Crigyll which is the earliest of two associated
bridges located approximately 20m to the west).
Development Area 5

2.4.6

Development Area 5 (DA5) comprises a grazing field measuring approximately 7ha.
The perimeter is bounded by mature hedgerows. Its highest part is located towards
the western boundary at approximately 16m AOD. The lowest point is located
centrally at 12m AOD. Two overhead power lines cross DA5 and intersect towards
its northern boundary.

2.4.7

Access is from an un-named road via the existing field gate located on the western
boundary.
Surrounding Development Area 5

2.4.8

The nearest residential properties to DA5 include Tyn Rhos located adjacent to the
north-eastern boundary, Ty Croes approximately 100m to the south, Y Ddol
approximately 165m to the south and Plas-Llechylched 50m to the west.

2.4.9

The nearest watercourse is located approximately 25m from the boundary on the
opposite side of the road that forms the northern boundary of the site.

2.4.10

Castellor Hut Group is the closest Scheduled Ancient Monument to DA5, located
approximately 700m southwest. The nearest Listed Buildings include Pandy
Cymunod, a Grade II former woollen mill and workshop built in the late 18th and early
Sirius Planning | 13
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19th centuries, located approximately 700m to the north-west; and a Grade II
milestone that was part of the road improvements associated with Thomas Telford
following the Act of Union 1801, which is located approximately 800m north of the
boundary.
Development Area 6
2.4.11

Development Area 6 (DA6) comprises 15 grazing fields that measure approximately
25ha in total. Field sizes range from 0.8ha to 3.5ha. A private surfaced road runs
through it to access Glan-y-gors Farm which comprises several buildings. Two fields
are located to the west of the private road, a rock outcrop is located in the northern
most field. Most the fields to the east and south of the private road are bound by
drainage ditches. A small rock outcrop is located in the south eastern most field.
Mature vegetation bounds the perimeter. It has a low point of 7m AOD at the southern
boundary and a highpoint of 12m AOD on the northern boundary. Four overhead
power cables cross DA6.

2.4.12

The Llynnau y Fali Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is located partially within
DA6 as is the Lyn Dinam Special Area of Conservation (SAC). The designated areas
of DA6 will not be subject to development and a biodiversity management plan will
be implemented.

2.4.13

Access is from an un-named road via a private road from the north, there are
numerous field gates that allow access to the fields. Two public rights of way pass
through the southern extent of Area 6, the paths are referenced as 32/017/1 and
32/014/2.
Surrounding Development Area 6

2.4.14

The nearest residential properties to DA6 include Ysgubor Bach located
approximately 60 from the south-eastern boundary, Arfryn approximately 90m to the
north east, and Cae'r-pwll adjacent to the north.

2.4.15

A drain enters the land on the eastern boundary that originates from Llanfihangel yn
Nhowyn and discharges into Llyn Dinam which is adjacent to the western boundary
of the development area. Llyn Dinam is located approximately 40m to the south.

2.4.16

The closest SAMs are Felin Carnau Tide Mill, Felin Wen Tide Mill and Bodior Tide
Mill. Felin Wen Tide Mill is located 1.9km west southwest and the latter is located
2.7km. The closest listed building is the Church of St. Mihangel located 390m
southeast, and Ceargeiliog Chapel house with stables and cart shed built in the early
19th century, the chapel house is a two-storey range with a lofted cart shed
appended. The chapel is located 523m northwest of DA6.

2.5

ACCESS

2.5.1

Access to the DAs is achieved from junction 4 (Caergeiliog and Bodedern) of the A55
Expressway and through the local highway network. The principal set down area is
proposed within DA4 close to its northern boundary and will be accessed from
junction 4, then the A5 to Bryngwran, then south, under the A55 and turning west at
Hebron crossroads.

2.5.2

A 7.5t weight restriction is in the place on the bridge over Afon Crigyll adjacent to
Pont Factory Cymunod, to the north-west of DA4. This bridge is particularly narrow
measuring 2.4m in width.

2.5.3

Further details on highway baseline conditions are presented in the Transport
Statement and accompanying Construction Traffic Management Statement
submitted as standalone documents with the application.
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2.6

PLANNING HISTORY

2.6.1

The relevant planning history for the development areas is set out in Table 2.2 below.
There is no planning history for DA5 and DA6.
Table 2.2: Site Planning History
Planning
Planning Description
Reference
Development Area 4
16C204A/DIS Application to discharge conditions (06)
(management and maintenance for the communal
foul and surface water system), (07)(full
photographic record) and (11) (copy of an
European Protected Species Licence) of
planningpermission 16C204 at Plas Llechylched,
Bryngwran.
16C204
Full application for conversion of outbuildings into
5 dwellings and 2 holiday letting units together with
the installation of a package treatment plant at Plas
Llechylched, Bryngwran.
16C151A
Full application for the re-siting of the garage
previously approved under planning permission
16C151 together with alterations to the existing
dwelling at Plas Llechylched, Bryngwran.
16C145G
Application to determine whether prior approval is
required for the construction of a hardstanding
area on land at Plas Llechylched Farm, Bryngwran.
16C132D
Full application for the erection of an agricultural
dwelling on land adjacent to Plas Llechylched,
Bryngwran.
16C132E
Application to determine whether prior approval is
required for the erection of an extension to the
agricultural shed to store agricultural equipment
and machinery on land forming part of O.S.
enclosure SH 3477 1815, Bryngwran.
16C187
Erection of an agricultural shed together with the
construction of a new access to the field opposite
Plas Llechylched, Bryngwran.
16C132A
Erection of an agricultural shed on O.S 1815,
Bryngwran.
16C132B
Construction of track to gain access to the
agricultural shed approved under planning
application ref: 16C132A on land at Plas
Llechylched, Bryngwran.
16C151
Alterations and extensions including the erection of
a private double garage at Plas Llechylched Farm,
Bryngwran.
16EL/1361/E Erection of overhead electricity lines at Plas Farm,
Bryngwran.
16/C/71
Formation of an 18 hole golf course with a hotel
and club house at Llechylched Farm, Bryngwran.
EL/974/E
Erection of electricity lines on land near Plas
Llechylched, Bryngwran.

Decision
Date
10/01/2017

07/06/2016

10/10/2014

12/07/2012
04/04/2011
02/08/2011

13/12/2010
19/04/2007
08/10/2007

22/08/2003
19/08/92
06/04/1992
18/01/1980
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3.

3. THE PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1

The proposal relates to the construction, operation, maintenance and
decommissioning of a ground mounted solar park plus ancillary infrastructure as
comprising the following:











Photovoltaic (PV) panels to a maximum height of 3m;
Mounting frames - matt finished small section metal structure;
Scheme of landscaping and biodiversity enhancement;
Central Inverters (inverters and transformers will be housed together in
prefabricated containers to a maximum height of 3m), substations (DNO and
customer to a maximum height of 3m) and associated cabling (below ground);
Point of connection;
Stock fencing up to a height of 2m;
Infra-red CCTV (CCTV cameras would operate using motion sensors and
would be positioned inward only to ensure privacy to neighbouring land and
property);
Temporary set down areas;
Internal service roads; and
Site access for the construction, operational and decommissioning phases.

3.1.2

Parc Solar Traffwll will have an export capacity of circa 35MW of electricity, enough
to power approximately 11,600 homes per year and offset over 7,840 tonnes of CO 2
every year, the equivalent of taking around 3,620 cars off the road. The scheme will
be operational for 40 years after which all equipment can be removed from site.

3.2

SITE DESIGN AND LAYOUT

3.2.1

Due to commercial constraints, potential changes in solar panel, inverter, transformer
and substation manufacturer during the determination process an element of
flexibility is required in relation to their dimensions, appearance and their
arrangement.

3.2.2

Drawing LOC1001/1/04 and 05 therefore shows an indicative layout; a detailed
layout and phasing of construction will be agreed with the Local Planning Authority
(LPA) by way of planning condition following grant of planning consent. This
approach has been agreed through pre-application dialogue with the LPA and is
documented in the Statement of Common Ground with IACC together with agreed
wording of the proposed condition.

3.2.3

The panels will be arranged in rows in an east-west alignment across the
development areas and will be angled at up to 29.5° from the horizontal and
orientated south. The height of the panels will be up to 3m above ground level; the
lowest part of the panel will measure approximately 0.9m above ground level. The
rows of panels will be set a minimum of 3.2m apart to avoid shadowing and allow for
scheduled maintenance, this will be dependent on local topography.

3.2.4

During construction, operation and decommissioning 4m setbacks will be established
from the hedgerows, ditches and field drains, with the exception of DA6 where the
set back from ditches will be 6m. A 15m buffer from open water is also provided in
line with National Resources Wales (NRW) requirements.

3.2.5

The mounting frames will be matt finished galvanised steel that will be fixed to the
ground employing a pile mounting system, depending on ground conditions. Drawing
LOC1001/11/06 and Figure 3.1 below provide a specification of the panel and
frames. The piles will be pushed into the ground via a mobile piling rig.
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Figure 3.1: Panel and Frames Specification

3.2.6

The solar panels will be connected to central inverter units. The inverters convert the
electricity from Direct Current (DC) to Alternating Current (AC). The inverters then
feed the transformers which step up the voltage ready to export into the local
distribution network via the substation buildings and connecting cables. Details of the
proposed ancillary equipment within the site are provided on:




Drawing LOC1001/11/07 and 08 - substation specifications;
Drawing LOC1001/11/04 to 05 - equipment locations across the development
areas; and
Drawing LOC1001/11/09 and 10 - outline details of the containers housing the
inverters and transformers.

3.2.7

Cabling from the inverters to the substation for each development area will be below
ground. An earth cable will be required around the perimeter of each development
area. Trench depths will vary from 0.4m to 1.3m depending on whether they are for
earthing or AC cabling.

3.3

POINT OF CONNECTION AND CABLE ROUTE

3.3.1

The proposed point of connection is located at an existing SP Energy Networks
substation to the south of Caergeiliog on the eastern side of Cymyran Road. A
customer substation will be located on DA6 and from here a cable will connect directly
into the existing substation on Cymyran Road. DA4 and DA5 will be connected to the
main customer substation at DA6 by underground cabling which will be located within
the adopted highway.

3.3.2

The indicative cable routes are presented in drawings LOC1001/11/23 and 24. The
drawings show a ‘corridor’ largely within the highway in which the cable will be laid.
The exact alignment of the route is to be confirmed at detailed design stage via
separate authorisation from the Local Highway Authority.

3.3.3

No upgrade works to the existing SP Energy Networks substation are required as
these have already been implemented by SP Energy Networks as the Distribution
Network Operator (DNO). It is proposed that a cable will be laid to the existing
substation compound boundary, the DNO will then connect the cable in the
compound.

3.4

SITE SECURITY

3.4.1

The plots will be secured by a stock fence (up to 2m in height) or similar. Infra-red
(non-visible at night), inward facing pole mounted CCTV cameras (c. 2.5m – 3m in
height) will also be provided at between 50m and 100m intervals along the boundary
fence. These will enable remote surveillance of the site. Fencing and CCTV camera
details are presented on drawing LOC1001/11/11 to 13. The CCTV cameras will be
positioned to avoid views of any private property.
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3.4.2

The final CCTV and lighting arrangements will be agreed with the Local Planning
Authority (LPA) as part of the detailed layout and phasing approval via planning
condition. This approach has been agreed through pre-application dialogue with the
LPA and is documented in the Statement of Common Ground with IACC together
with agreed wording of the proposed condition.

3.5

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

3.5.1

The construction of the solar farm is expected to employ up to 150 jobs during the
peak of a 4 – 5 month construction period. An outline Construction Traffic Method
Statement (CTMS) accompanies the application as an Appendix to the submitted
Transport Statement. The CTMS and provides details of proposed access
arrangements, the anticipated build programme, construction vehicle numbers and
type, construction worker numbers and the proposed construction hours. The CTMS
will be subject to final approval by the LPA post-consent under the terms of an
appropriately worded planning condition.

3.5.2

This approach has been agreed through pre-application dialogue with the LPA and
is documented in the Statement of Common Ground with IACC together with agreed
wording of the proposed condition.

3.6

SITE ACCESS

3.6.1

Access to the DAs is proposed to be achieved from junction 4 (Caergeiliog and
Bodedern) of the A55 Expressway and through the local highway network. The
principal set down area is proposed within DA4 close to its northern boundary and
will be accessed from junction 4, then the A5 to Bryngwran, then south, under the
A55 and turning west at Hebron crossroads.

3.6.2

From the principal set down area, smaller vehicles (typically 10m rigid vehicles) will
transfer equipment and materials to DA5 and DA6. There will also be some instances
where direct deliveries to the development areas will be made.

3.6.3

A series of vehicle swept-path analyses presented in Appendix B to the CTMS
demonstrate that:



a 10m long rigid body vehicle can access all development areas; and
an articulated 16.5m HGV can access Area 4.

3.6.4

Vehicles egressing from DA6 will be via a private road that also serves local farms,
whereas access to DA4 and DA5 are via existing field gates onto the adopted
highway. No improvements to the existing access points are required for DA6. To
facilitate egress for DA4 an existing low wall will require setting back on the eastern
bell mouth by approximately 3m.

3.6.5

In all cases, egress will be onto a single-track highway and whilst they are subject to
a 60mph national speed limit, they typically experience low vehicle speeds due to the
limited width of the carriageway. Given the limited visibility of the access points, the
CTMS proposes that a banksman and temporary signage will be employed to ensure
vehicles can safely enter and leave the public highway to minimise the impact on the
local highway network.

3.6.6

Details of the proposed access arrangements during construction are presented in
the Outline CTMS. Once operational, the proposal will generate minimal traffic from
monthly inspections and maintenance.

3.7

PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY

3.7.1

Three public rights of way (PRoW) cross DA6 in a north south alignment close to
Glan-y-gors. The PRoWs are referenced as 32/017/1, 32/014/1 and 32/014/2. Only
PRoW 32/017/1 will pass through on the edge of a proposed development area where
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there will be a 4m stand off to the security fence from the PRoW, the other two PRoWs
are located within areas of the site that are not subject to solar development.
3.7.2

Public access along the PRoWs will not be affected by the Parc Solar Traffwll
proposal during the construction or operational phases.

3.8

BIODIVERSITY ENHANCEMENTS AND LANDSCAPING

3.8.1

Biodiversity and landscape enhancements are at the fore of the Parc Solar Traffwll
proposals. In addition to land between and beneath the panels, there will be
significant areas of land located in DA6 that will not be subject to the deployment of
solar panels and will be brought under formal management for the life of the scheme.

3.8.2

The landscape and visual impact assessment and ecology and nature conservation
chapters in the Environmental Statement provide full details of the enhancement
proposals, but in summary these include:







To manage grassland to create a diverse sward beneath and between the solar
arrays;
To manage wet grassland margins for wildlife;
To reinforce hedgerows to improve visual containment of deployment areas
and provide habitat for a range of species;
Minimise sediment runoff to improve water quality of surrounding water bodies;
To manage marshland and wet grassland habitat within the site boundary that
is associated with Llyn Dinam SAC/Llynau y Fali SSSI; and
To monitor the site and assess the success of biodiversity management.

3.9

SITE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

3.9.1

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared prior to
development works commencing on site. This will be secured by means of an
appropriately worded planning condition. A Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
will be prepared as part of the CEMP. The SWMP will detail:





Actions to meet the waste hierarchy;
Identify the person with responsibility for the SWMP;
Details of the types and quantities of waste that will be produced by the
Contractor as part of the construction phase; and
Details of all consignments made for example a WRAP waste recording and
reporting spreadsheet.

3.10

SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT

3.10.1

Although the solar panels will divert the downward path of falling rain, being raised
off the ground on frames, they will not reduce the permeable area where they are
sited. Rainfall that does fall onto the site will, as now, infiltrate into the soil substrate.
Therefore, the surface water runoff from the developed site will be no different pre
and post-application. There will be no increase in surface water run-off or
exacerbation of off-site risk as a result of the proposals.

3.10.2

A SuDS Design has been undertaken which details the methods that will be used to
discharge the surface water runoff in accordance with the six standards requiring
evaluation as part of a SuDS Approval Body (SAB) application. This has been subject
to pre-application dialogue with the SAB.
Copies of the pre-application
correspondence and the draft applications for SAB consent are included in Appendix
10.3.

3.11

DECOMMISSIONING

3.11.1

After 40 years of operation the panels and associated infrastructure will be able to be
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removed from site. The CTMS will detail the programme and anticipated vehicle
movements associated with this phase of proposal.
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4.

4. POLICY CONTEXT
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1

This section presents the key policy, legislation and guidance relevant to the
proposed development. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004 Act states that
“...if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise

4.1.2

The following section considers relevant national strategies, policy and guidance, and
Development Plans as far as they are relevant to the proposed development. This
relates to matters of energy and planning.

4.2

National Energy Context
Climate Change Act

4.2.1

The Climate Change Act 2008 required long term targets for the UK to achieve an
80% reduction in greenhouse gases by 2050 against 1990 levels. In June 2019, the
Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 target Amendment) Order came into effect which
required the net UK carbon account for the year 2050 to be 100% of 1990 levels.

4.2.2

The UK Act requires governments to set legally binding ‘carbon budgets’. Each
budget provides a five-year cap on total greenhouse emissions; in order to meet the
UK’s emission reduction commitments caps should not be exceeded.

4.2.3

The first carbon budget (2008-12) and the second (2013-17) have been met and the
UK is on track to outperform the third (2018-22). However, it is not on track to meet
the fourth (2023-27) or the fifth (2028-32).

4.2.4

On 20 April 2021, the UK Government announced its commitment to reduce carbon
emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to 1990 levels (including, for the first time, those
from shipping and aviation). The new target was enshrined in law in The Carbon
Budget Order 2021 which came into force on 24th June 2021.
Environment (Wales) Act 2016

4.2.5

The Act provides the necessary legislation to improve planning and management of
natural resources in Wales. Part 2 of the Act relates to Climate Change and places
an obligation on Welsh Ministers to reduce greenhouse gas emissions such that in
the year 2050 they are at least 80% lower than baseline figures for 1990 or 1995,
depending the type of GHG.
Advice Report: Path to a Net Zero Wales

4.2.6

Required under the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, the Report provides ministers
with advice on Wales’ climate targets between now and 2050 and assesses progress
on reducing emissions to date. Prepared in December 2020 by the Climate Change
Committee (an independent statutory body) the report states that meeting the Net
Zero target in Wales requires action across four key areas; Reducing demand for
carbon-intensive activities; Take-up of low-carbon solutions; Expansion of low-carbon
energy supplies; Land; and Flexibility to meet Net Zero.

4.2.7

In April 2019, the Welsh Government Minister for the Environment, Energy and Rural
Affairs, Lesley Griffiths AM declared a climate emergency in Wales. The Welsh
Government initially committed to a 95% reduction in emissions by 2050, but in
February 2021 amended this to a legal commitment to achieve net zero emissions
by 2050, with a stated ambition to “get there sooner”.
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4.2.8

IACC declared a climate emergency in September 2020.
Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales (March 2019)

4.2.9

The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 requires Welsh Government to reduce emissions
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in Wales by at least 80% for the year 2050 from 1990
levels with a system of interim emissions targets and carbon budgets. Under s39 of
that Act, Welsh Ministers must prepare and publish a report for each budgetary period
setting out their policies and proposals for meeting the carbon budget for that period.

4.2.10

Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales is the Welsh Government’s first statutory
decarbonisation plan. It sets out the Welsh government’s approach to cut emissions
and increase efficiency in a way that maximises wider benefits for Wales, ensuring a
fairer and healthier society. It sets out a hundred policies and proposals that directly
reduce emissions and support the growth of the low carbon economy.

4.2.11

It specifically seeks to reduce the use of fossil fuels for power generation, and
promote and accelerate the deployment of renewable energy generation. The plan
also recognises that energy storage and flexibility services will need to be provided
to integrate with new renewable energy development as part of a whole system
approach.

4.2.12

The Welsh Government is set to publish its second statutory decarbonisation plan
(LCDP2) in Autumn 2021. This will set out the policies and approach it intends to
take to meet Wales’ second Carbon Budget (2021-25). The LCDP2 will set out the
Welsh Government’s policies and actions for the longer term.
The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

4.2.13

In addition to the policy provisions outlined above, under the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015 all public bodies in Wales have a duty to secure
sustainable development by improving the economic, social, environmental and
cultural well-being of Wales to achieve the 7 “well-being goals”. All planning
applications in Wales need to demonstrate how they align with the seven well-being
goals:








A Prosperous Wales.
A Resilient Wales.
A More Equal Wales.
A Healthier Wales.
A Wales of Cohesive Communities.
A Wales of Vibrant Culture and Thriving Welsh Language.
A Globally Responsible Wales.

4.2.14

One of the well-being goals set in the Act is for a globally responsible Wales. Statutory
guidance on the Act (Shared Purpose: Shared Future 1: Core Guidance) explains
that action on climate change benefits both people and communities in Wales, whilst
also contributing to the wider global effort to tackle the causes of climate change and
reduce its effects.

4.3

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
Future Wales: The National Plan 2040

4.3.1

Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 (Adopted February 2021) is the national plan
that sets the direction of development in Wales to 2040. Future Wales constitutes the
development plan for DNSs in line with s38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004. It states:
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Wales can become a world leader in renewable energy technologies. Our
wind and tidal resources, our potential for solar generation, our support for
both large and community scaled projects and our commitment to ensuring the
planning system provides a strong lead for renewable energy development,
mean we are well placed to support the renewable sector, attract new
investment and reduce carbon emissions.
4.3.2

As set out in legislation (Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 as amended by
the Planning (Wales) Act 2015), applications for Developments of National
Significance must be determined in accordance with Future Wales, which is the
national development plan for Wales.

4.3.3

Future Wales identifies 11 Outcomes to be achieved in 20 years-time. Outcome 9
seeks a Wales where people live in places that sustainably manage their natural
resources and reduce pollution. Outcome 11 seeks a Wales where people live in
places which are decarbonised and climate-resilient.

4.3.4

Future Wales states:
Wales is abundant in opportunities to generate renewable energy and the
Welsh Government is committed to maximising this potential. Generating
renewable energy is a key part of our commitment to decarbonisation and
tackling the climate emergency.

4.3.5

Furthermore, Future Wales sets the following ambitious targets for the generation of
renewable energy:




For 70% of electricity consumption to be generated from renewable energy by
2030.
For one gigawatt of renewable energy capacity to be locally owned by 2030.
For new renewable energy projects to have at least an element of local
ownership from 2020.

4.3.6

The National Plan includes Policies 17 and 18 which are strategic spatial and detailed
criteria-based policies respectively and should be considered together in the
determination of applications.

4.3.7

Policy 17 demonstrates the Welsh Government’s support in principle for all renewable
energy projects and technologies. Proposals should ensure there is no significant
unacceptable detrimental impact on the surrounding natural environment and local
communities and that the development delivers positive social, environmental,
cultural and economic benefits. Policy 17 - Renewable and Low Carbon Energy and
Associated Infrastructure states:
The Welsh Government strongly supports the principle of developing
renewable and low carbon energy from all technologies and at all scales to
meet our future energy needs. In determining planning applications for
renewable and low carbon energy development, decision-makers must give
significant weight to the need to meet Wales’ international commitments and
our target to generate 70% of consumed electricity by renewable means by
2030 in order to combat the climate emergency….
Proposals should describe the net benefits the scheme will bring in terms of
social, economic, environmental and cultural improvements to local
communities….

4.3.8

Policy 18 provides a decision-making framework for renewable and low carbon
energy technologies. Policy 18 - Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Developments
of National Significance states:
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Proposals for renewable and low carbon energy projects (including
repowering) qualifying as Developments of National Significance will be
permitted subject to policy 17 and the following criteria:
1. outside of the Pre-Assessed Areas for wind developments and everywhere
for all other technologies, the proposal does not have an unacceptable
adverse impact on the surrounding landscape (particularly on the setting of
National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty);
2. there are no unacceptable adverse visual impacts on nearby communities
and individual dwellings;
3. there are no adverse effects on the integrity of Internationally designated
sites (including National Site Network sites and Ramsar sites) and the features
for which they have been designated (unless there are no alternative
solutions, Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) and
appropriate compensatory measures have been secured);
4. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on national statutory designated
sites for nature conservation (and the features for which they have been
designated), protected habitats and species;
5. the proposal includes biodiversity enhancement measures to provide a net
benefit for biodiversity;
6. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on statutorily protected built
heritage assets;
7. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts by way of shadow flicker, noise,
reflected light, air quality or electromagnetic disturbance;
8. there are no unacceptable impacts on the operations of defence facilities
and operations (including aviation and radar) or the Mid Wales Low Flying
Tactical Training Area (TTA-7T);
9. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on the transport network
through the transportation of components or source fuels during its
construction and/or ongoing operation;
10. the proposal includes consideration of the materials needed or generated
by the development to ensure the sustainable use and management of
resources;
11. there are acceptable provisions relating to the decommissioning of the
development at the end of its lifetime, including the removal of infrastructure
and effective restoration.
The cumulative impacts of existing and consented renewable energy schemes
should also be considered.
4.3.9

Policy 24 – North West Wales and Energy states:
The Welsh Government supports North West Wales as a location for new
energy development and investment. Proposed developments associated with
the Isle of Anglesey Energy Island Programme, Wylfa Newydd and
Trawsfynydd will be supported in principle as a means to create significant
economic benefits for the area as well as generating renewable or low carbon
energy.
New energy-related development in the region should support local and
regional communities; provide jobs and investment in training and skills; and
work with universities and businesses across the region and the North West of
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England to co-ordinate and maximise new investment to support the wider
region.
In determining any applications for nuclear energy generating stations in this
region, consideration should be given to the need for further low carbon
energy generation, their contribution towards the UK’s energy mix and
security, the economic benefits they would bring to the region and their
impacts on the natural and historic environment
Planning Policy Wales Edition 11
4.3.10

The Welsh Government published Planning Policy Wales Edition 11 (PPW) in
February 2021. PPW forms the overarching national level source of planning policy
for Wales. It has been updated to take into account Future Wales and the Wellbeing
of Future Generations Act which incorporates the 7 wellbeing goals. It seeks to
support the presumption in favour of sustainable development within the planning
system.

4.3.11

PPW sets out the specific planning policies for achieving sustainable development
across Wales. Figure 4 sets out the key planning principles of this national policy,
stating that:
“The planning system has a vital role to play in making development resilient
to climate change, decarbonising society and developing a circular economy
for the benefit of both the built and natural environments and to contribute to
the achievement of the well-being goals.”

4.3.12

Chapter 5 (Productive and Enterprising Places) of PPW sets out the Welsh
Government’s policies regarding Enterprising Placemaking and Well-being across
Wales. One of the key aims in relation to energy is:




4.3.13

For Wales to generate 70% of its electricity consumption from renewable
generation by 2030;
For one Gigawatt of renewable electricity capacity in Wales to be locally owned
by 2030; and
Actively managing the transition to a low carbon economy.

Chapter 5 of PPW outlines the importance of the planning system to deliver these
targets, paragraph 5.7.15 states:
“The planning system has an active role to help ensure the delivery of these
targets, in terms of new renewable energy generating capacity and the
promotion of energy efficiency measures in buildings.

4.3.14

Paragraph 5.9.19 states that:
“In determining applications for the range of renewable and low carbon energy
technologies, planning authorities should take into account:

4.3.15



the contribution a proposal will make to meeting identified Welsh, UK
and European targets;



the contribution to cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and



the wider environmental, social and economic benefits and
opportunities from renewable and low carbon energy development.

Paragraph 5.9.20 continues stating:
Planning authorities should also identify and require suitable ways to avoid,
mitigate or compensate adverse impacts of renewable and low carbon energy
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development. The construction, operation, decommissioning, remediation and
aftercare of proposals should take into account:


the need to minimise impacts on local communities, such as from noise
and air pollution, to safeguard quality of life for existing and future
generations;



the impact on the natural and historic environment;



cumulative impact;



the capacity of, and effects on the transportation network;



grid connection issues where renewable (electricity) energy
developments are proposed; and



the impacts of climate change on the location, design, build and
operation of renewable and low carbon energy development. In doing
so, consider whether measures to adapt to climate change impacts
give rise to additional impacts.

4.3.16

Chapter 5 also outlines that before an application is submitted “…developments
should, wherever possible, consider how to avoid, or otherwise minimise, adverse
impacts through careful consideration of location, scale, design and other measures”.
Furthermore, active engagement with the local community should be undertaken at
pre-application stage.

4.3.17

Paragraph 5.9.15 of Planning Policy Wales Edition 11 confirms that the need for
renewable energy generation is not a material planning consideration. It states:
…planning applications for renewable and low carbon energy developments
should be determined based on the merits of the individual proposal. The local
need for a particular scheme is not a material consideration, as energy
generation is of national significance and there is a recognised need to
optimise renewable and low carbon energy generation.
Technical Advice Note 15: Development and Flood Risk

4.3.18

TAN 15 is a technical advice note that provides technical guidance to supplement
Planning Policy Wales (PPW), in relation to development and flooding. TAN 15
advises on development and flood risk, and provides a framework within risks arising
from both river and coastal flooding, and from additional run-off from development in
any location, can be assessed.

4.3.19

The general approach of PPW and TAN 15 is to advise caution with respect to new
development in areas at high risk of flooding by setting out a precautionary framework
to guide planning decisions. The overarching aim of the precautionary framework (in
order of preference), is to:



Direct new development away from those areas which are at high risk of
flooding.
Where development has to be considered in high risk areas (zone C) only those
developments which can be justified on the basis of tests (outlined in sections
6 and 7 of TAN 15), are located within such areas

4.4

LOCAL CONTEXT

4.4.1

The Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local Development Plan (JLDP) was adopted in
July 2017 and provides the overarching strategic planning framework for Anglesey
and Gwynedd to 2026. The key policies relevant to the proposal are:


Strategic Policy PS 5: Sustainable Development
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Strategic Policy PS 6: Alleviating and Adapting to the Effects of Climate Change
Strategic Policy PS 19: Conserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing the
Natural Environment
Strategic Policy PS 7: Renewable Energy Technology
Policy PCYFF 1: Development Boundaries
Policy PCYFF 2: Development Criteria
Policy PCYFF 4: Design and Landscaping
Policy ADN 2: PV Solar Energy
Policy TRA 4: Managing Transport Impacts
Policy AMG 3: Protecting and Enhancing Features and Qualities That Are
Distinctive to the Local Landscape Character
Policy AMG 5: Local Biodiversity Conservation
Policy AMG 6: Protecting Sites of Regional or Local Significance
Policy PS 20: Preserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing Heritage Assets

4.4.2

Each of the above polices are detailed below.

4.4.3

Policy TRA 4: Managing Transport Impacts of the JLDP states:
Proposals that would cause unacceptable harm to the safe and efficient
operation of the highway, public transport and other movement networks
including pedestrian and cycle routes, public rights of way and bridle routes,
will be refused...”

4.4.4

Strategic Policy PS5 seeks to support development where is it consistent with the
principles of sustainable development. Proposals should:
5. Preserve and enhance the quality of the built and historic environment
assets (including their setting), improving the understanding, appreciation of
their social and economic contribution and sustainable use of them in
accordance with Strategic Policy PS 20;
6. Protect and improve the quality of the natural environment, its landscapes
and biodiversity assets, including understanding and appreciating them for the
social and economic contribution they make in accordance with Strategic
Policy PS 19;
7. Reduce the effect on local resources, avoiding pollution and incorporating
sustainable building principles in order to contribute to energy conservation
and efficiency; using renewable energy; reducing / recycling waste; using
materials from sustainable sources; and protecting soil quality;

4.4.5

Strategic Policy PS 6: Alleviating and Adapting to the Effects of Climate Change
states that
“In order to alleviate the effects of climate change, proposals will only be
permitted where it is demonstrated that they have fully taken account of and
responded to the following:
The energy hierarchy:
Reducing energy demand;
Energy efficiency;
In order to adapt to the effects of climate change, proposals will only be
permitted where it is demonstrated with appropriate evidence that they have
fully taken account of and responded to the following: …
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Ensuring that the ability of landscapes, environments and species to adapt to
the harmful effects of climate change is not affected, and that compensatory
environments are provided if necessary…”
4.4.6

Policy PCYFF 1: Development Boundaries seeks to approve proposals in
accordance with other policies within the Plan. The policy states that
“Outside the development boundaries development will be resisted unless it is
in accordance with specific policies in this Plan or national planning policies or
that the proposal demonstrates that its location in the countryside is essential.”

4.4.7

Policy PCYFF 2: Development Criteria
“A proposal should demonstrate its compliance with:
1. Relevant policies in the Plan;
2. National planning policy and guidance.”

4.4.8

Policy PCYFF 4: Design and Landscaping provides guidance to what a landscape
scheme should demonstrate and identity as part of a proposal. The policy states that:
“All proposals should integrate into their surroundings. Proposals that fail to
show (in a manner appropriate to the nature, scale and location of the
proposed development) how landscaping has been considered from the outset
as part of the design proposal will be refused.”

4.4.9

Strategic Policy PS 7: Renewable Energy Technology seeks to ensure that the Plan
area wherever feasible and viable realises its potential to provide renewable and low
carbon energy technologies. The policy states
“by promoting:
1. Renewable energy technologies within development proposals which
support energy generation from a variety of sources which include biomass,
marine, waste, water, ground, solar and wind, including micro generation;
2. Free-standing renewable energy technology development.”

4.4.10

Policy ADN 2: PV Solar Energy supports proposals for Solar PV Farm of 5MW or
more and other solar schemes of up to 5MW providing the proposal conforms to the
listed criteria. The policy states
“Proposals for Solar PV Farms of 5MW or more should be directed to the
potential search areas shown on the Proposals Map. Proposals of this scale
will only be permitted in other locations in exceptional circumstances when the
need for a scheme can be justified and there are specific locational
circumstances.”

4.4.11

Strategic Policy PS 19: Conserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing the Natural
Environment states that
“The Councils will manage development so as to conserve and where
appropriate enhance the Plan area’s distinctive natural environment,
countryside and coastline, and proposals that have a significant adverse effect
on them will be refused unless the need for and benefits of the development in
that location clearly outweighs the value of the site or area and national policy
protection for that site and area in question.”

4.4.12

Policy AMG 3: Protecting and Enhancing Features and Qualities That Are Distinctive
to the Local Landscape Character states that
“The Councils will manage development so as to conserve and where
appropriate enhance the Plan area’s distinctive natural environment,
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countryside and coastline, and proposals that have a significant adverse effect
on them will be refused unless the need for and benefits of the development in
that location clearly outweighs the value of the site or area and national policy
protection for that site and area in question.
A proposal will be granted provided it doesn’t have significant adverse impact
upon features and qualities which are unique to the local landscape in terms of
visual, historic, geological, ecological or cultural aspects.”
4.4.13

Policy AMG 5: Local Biodiversity Conservation seeks for proposals to protect and,
where appropriate, enhance biodiversity that has been identified as being important
to the local area. The policy states
“A proposal affecting sites of local biodiversity importance will be refused
unless they can conform with all of the following criteria: 1. That there are no other satisfactory alternative sites available for the
development.
2. The need for the development outweighs the importance of the site for local
nature conservation;
3. That appropriate mitigation or compensation measures are included as part
of the proposal.
Where necessary, an Ecological Assessment which highlights the relevant
local biodiversity issues should be included with the planning application.”

4.4.14

Policy AMG 6: Protecting Sites of Regional or Local Significance states that
“Proposals that are likely to cause direct or indirect significant harm to Local
Nature Reserves (LNR), Wildlife Sites (WS) or regionally important geological /
geomorphologic sites (RIGS) will be refused, unless it can be proven that
there is an overriding social, environmental and/or economic need for the
development, and that there is no other suitable site that would avoid having a
detrimental impact on sites of local nature conservation value or local
geological importance.”

4.4.15

Policy PS 20: Preserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing Heritage Assets seeks
to support the wider economic and social needs of the Plan area, the Local Planning
Authorities will preserve and where appropriate, enhance its unique heritage assets.
The policy states
“Proposals that will preserve and where appropriate enhance the following
heritage assets, their setting and significant views into and out of the
building/area will be granted:
1. Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other areas of archaeological
importance (in line with Policy AT 4).
2. Listed Buildings and their curtilages.
3. Conservation Areas (in line with Policy AT 1).
4. Beaumaris Castle and Caernarfon Castle and Town Walls World Heritage
Sites (in line with Policy AT 1).
5. Candidate World Heritage Sites.
6. Registered Historic Landscapes, Parks and Gardens (in line with Policy AT
1).
7. Buildings of architectural/ historic/ cultural merit that are not designated or
protected (in line with Policy AT 3).”
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1

This section provides an appraisal of the proposed development against the
development plan and other material considerations, to determine if planning
permission should be granted. The structure of the chapter is as follows:










Principle of the development;
Landscape and visual;
Hydrology and flood risk;
Noise;
Historic environment;
Ecology;
Agricultural land classification;
Highways and traffic;
Socio Economic; and
Glint and Glare.

5.1.2

The potential impacts on ecology were identified during the construction and
decommissioning phase as negative minor but moderate positive during the
operational phase. The minor negative impact was due to potential disturbances to
species and their habitats, a temporary minor adverse impact during the 4-5 month
construction/decommissioning phases. However, once the solar farm is operational
moderate positive impacts will be experienced by identified designated sites and the
on-site habitats and species over a period of 40 years.

5.1.3

The potential impacts on landscape character and visual amenity were identified
during the construction and decommissioning phase as minor (negative) due to the
short duration. During the operational phase whilst adverse landscape effects are
acknowledged, a moderate significance of landscape effect is concluded. In terms of
visual amenity, whilst significant visual effects are noted, the assessment has
established that these would be focussed upon a limited number of near highway
receptors only.

5.1.4

The potential impacts on heritage resources were identified during the construction
and decommissioning phase as minor adverse following mitigation due to the
potential for physical disturbance of known archaeology. Given that targeted
archaeological evaluation will be undertaken prior to commencement of the
development the impacts have reduced from moderate adverse.

5.2

PRINCIPLE OF THE DEVELOPEMENT

5.2.1

National and local planning policy is overwhelmingly supportive of renewable energy
developments and therefore the ‘in principle’ acceptability of the proposed
development is considered to be established.

5.2.2

Policy 17 of Future Wales states “The Welsh Government strongly supports the
principle of developing renewable and low carbon energy from all technologies and
at all scales to meet our future energy needs.” The proposal will make a significant
contribution to meeting the target of “70% of consumed electricity by renewable
means by 2030.” In addition to the generation of renewable energy the scheme will
deliver the following‘ net benefits’:




a biodiversity net gain of 42% through the management of grassland to create
a diverse sward beneath and between the solar arrays, management of wet
grassland margins for wildlife, reinforce hedgerows, minimise sediment runoff
to improve water quality of surrounding water bodies and manage marshland
and wet grassland habitat;
in social and economic terms, the scheme could employ between 120 and 190
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people in the initial 4 to 5 month construction phase, followed by approximately
two maintenance staff over the 40 year lifespan;
the labour force employed throughout the initial 4 to 5 month construction stage
could generate between £2.3m and £2.6m in GVA. The two employees working
throughout the 40-year operation phase could generate a further £3.3m in GVA.
employment onsite would support local business through daily expenditure and
also any accommodation required for the construction period.

5.2.3

Policy 18 takes a positive approach to proposals for renewable energy development
so long as it meets environmental criteria. Overall, potential environmental effects are
limited to a small number of localised highway and recreational visual receptors and
local heritage features. However, it is considered that the benefits the scheme
realises through the reduction in carbon emissions, the enhancements to local
biodiversity and the positive effects to the local economy far outweigh the limited
adverse effects.

5.2.4

The potential effects have been fully assessed and where appropriate mitigated as a
result of an iterative design process for the development, and through careful
consideration of environmental control, abatement techniques, and high quality
process and landscape design.

5.2.5

Policy 24 of Future Wales states:
“The Welsh Government supports North West Wales as a location for new
energy development and investment. Proposed developments associated with
the Isle of Anglesey Energy Island Programme, Wylfa Newydd and
Trawsfynydd will be supported in principle as a means to create significant
economic benefits for the area as well as generating renewable or low carbon
energy”.

5.2.6

There is clear policy support for new energy development on Anglesey, furthermore,
in addition to supporting local businesses and the economy (as per paragraph 5.2.2
above), the proposal offers the opportunity to build awareness of the energy sector
and expand the knowledge network through potential collaboration with local schools.
In addition to this the Applicant actively works with university research programs.

5.2.7

Planning Policy Wales 11 (PPW11) reinforces this by stating “The benefits of
renewable and low carbon energy, as part of the overall commitment to tackle the
climate emergency and increase energy security, is of paramount importance.”
Paragraph 5.9.6 of PPW11 states that:
“Targets must not be seen as maximum limits, but rather used as a tool to
maximise available resource. Planning applications should not be refused on
the basis of exceeding a renewable energy target”.

5.2.8

The renewable share of Wales’ total electricity generation increased from 25% in
2018 to 27% in 20195. The Energy Generation in Wales 2019 Report also estimates
that 51% of electricity consumption comes from renewable sources. As mentioned
above Welsh Government have a target to increase this to 70% by 2030. Paragraph
5.9.15 of Planning Policy Wales Edition 11 confirms that the need for renewable
energy generation is not a material planning consideration as such the proposal will
‘optimise renewable and low carbon energy generation’.

5.2.9

At a local level, paragraph 6.2.18 of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local
Development Plan (LDP) confirms support for renewable energy in that “Both
Councils through the Anglesey Energy Island Programme and the Green Gwynedd
Project support community, rural and larger scale ventures, where appropriate.”

5

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-01/energy-generation-in-wales-2019.pdf
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Strategic Policy PS 5: Sustainable Development is a general criteria-based policy
which states “Development will be supported where it is demonstrated that they are
consistent with the principles of sustainable development…”. Strategic Policy PS 7:
Renewable Energy Technology seeks to ensure that the Plan area, wherever feasible
and viable, realises its potential to provide renewable and low carbon energy
technologies.
5.2.10

Policy ADN 2: PV Solar Energy of the LDP requires:
“Proposals for Solar PV Farms of 5MW or more should be directed to the
potential search areas shown on the Proposals Map. Proposals of this scale
will only be permitted in other locations in exceptional circumstances when the
need for a scheme can be justified and there are specific locational
circumstances.”

5.2.11

Chapter 5 of the ES sets out detailed site selection criteria which demonstrates the
need for the development in the proposed location and why the ‘potential PV search
areas’ were not suitable. On review of the opportunity area around Caergeiliog it was
found that a significant proportion of this area was constrained by rocky outcrops
which would make deployment very difficult and the project not viable. Land to the
immediate north-east, east and south-east of the substation was vegetated with scrub
and trees. Approaches where made to landowners within the solar search area but
none were interested in having solar on their land.

5.2.12

Chapter 5 of the ES and the Design and Access Statement sets out how the proposal
has evolved following detailed non-statutory consultation with the Local Planning
Authority, local stakeholders and statutory consultees. Details of how the project team
have refined the scheme’s design to recognise stakeholder feedback are presented
in the Consultation Report.

5.2.13

This application is accompanied by an Environmental Impact Assessment which
demonstrates the significant benefits of the proposals and that the identified adverse
impacts can be addressed through thoughtful design and mitigation and a careful
approach to construction and the reversible nature of the proposal.

5.2.14

Renewable energy generation has an important role in achieving sustainable
development. As part of decarbonising the Welsh economy, the proposal will provide
economic, social and environmental enhancements. Economic benefits will include
the creation of temporary jobs, supporting local supply chains during the construction
phase and support the low carbon decentralised energy generation on the Isle of
Anglesey as a key growth sector. Social benefits will be realised through
decentralised energy generation and not relying on energy imports. Environmental
gains would be secured through carbon reduction and local biodiversity
enhancements.

5.2.15

Therefore, the proposal demonstrates that the requirements of Policy 17, 18 and 24
of Future Wales, Strategic Policy PS5, PS7 and ADN2 of Joint Local Development
Plan would be satisfied and that the principle of development is supported.

5.3

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY

5.3.1

Chapter 7 of the ES presents the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)
and confirms that the application site does not form part of any statutory landscape
designation, with the Anglesey AONB being located c.850m south-west of DA6. A
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (prepared at the request of IACC) is
presented as a standalone report in Appendix 7.6.
Landscape

5.3.2

With regard to landscape value the assessment has concluded that the development
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areas were of a ‘Low-Medium’ value combined based on the criteria within the
methodology.
5.3.3

The development areas are noted for their contribution towards landscape condition
(intact field systems), scenic quality (quieter areas away from transport corridors and
the airfield) and conservation interests (cultural and ecological features). These are
all features considered to be predominantly unaffected by this form of solar
development. The DA also contains commonplace landscape features that are seen
throughout the host LCAs and provide very limited direct recreational value / public
access. Landscape perceptions are also influenced by the near busy transport
corridors, overhead electricity pylons and views to (and audible aircraft disturbance)
from RAF Valley Airfield.

5.3.4

The development would lead to a loss of pastoral grazing land at the local level,
although the use can continue at a lower intensity. It is also considered that due to
the distribution of the individual DAs in the study area (and the overall reduction in
number of DAs from the original proposal) that the local landscape of the DAs and
immediate surroundings could accommodate this particular form of development
without a significant change in local character. The DAs contain few landscape
characteristics that would be vulnerable to the proposal.

5.3.5

It is acknowledged that the character of the local landscape within the DAs will
change however, the retention and management of surrounding vegetation
(acknowledged to be one of the key landscape characteristics) and proposed
mitigation will lessen the visual prominence of the solar farm, aiding landscape
integration.

5.3.6

Overall, it is considered that the DAs are of a Medium-Low landscape value. The
magnitude of landscape change arising from the proposed development is
considered Medium. A ‘Moderate’ significance of landscape effect is concluded
overall, this is a ‘Not Significant’ effect.

5.3.7

With regard to the construction and decommissioning activities, any effects on
landscape character and landscape receptors during the construction and
decommissioning phases will be temporary and short term in duration.
Visual Amenity

5.3.8

The residential visual assessment (as part of the LVIA) concluded that 7 no.
properties/groups out of 31 no. assessed had the potential to experience ‘major’
visual effects, that are considered ‘significant’.

5.3.9

Those 7 no. properties/groups with potentially ‘significant’ visual effects alongside a
further 5 properties that were assessed to not have significant effects plus an
additional 2 properties request by IACC were considered in further detail through a
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (RVAA) See Appendix 7.6. Therefore 14
properties were subject to the RVAA.

5.3.10

RVAA is a stage beyond LVIA and focusses exclusively on private views and private
visual amenity against defined criteria to consider the effect of the solar development
upon the residential visual amenity on the living conditions of the residents.
Regarding case law and residential visual amenity guidance, the assessment judged
that there would be no situation where the solar development would appear
‘overbearing, overwhelming or oppressive’ in such a way that the visual effects would
render the properties as unattractive and uninhabitable places to live.

5.3.11

In summary the RVAA confirms that identified residential receptors will not
experience significant adverse effects.

5.3.12

Five additional settlements within the study area were considered, the assessment
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concluded that there would be extremely limited visibility to the plot areas from the
settlements. The scale of visual effect was considered to be ‘negligible’ therefore ‘not
significant’ visual effects are concluded from the local settlements.
5.3.13

DA6 has the greatest concentration of public rights of way within 250m, 9 no. in total.
Only 1 no. footpath was considered to experience effects of a ‘significant’ nature,
footpath 32/017/1, which passes directly beside the southern boundary of the solar
arrays within the DA boundary. However, the significant effects are limited to the short
section beside the development only, outside of the DA the effects on the majority of
the route are considered not significant.

5.3.14

The main vehicular routes have been assessed and it is concluded the effects from
the main ‘A’ roads that pass through the study area would be ‘not significant’. These
routes are subject to the greatest volume of traffic movements in the study area.
Visual effects from the minor roads that pass the DA boundaries have been
considered as they are the location for numerous viewpoints.

5.3.15

Of the 19 viewpoints considered as part of the LVIA, 4 were assessed to have
potentially significant visual effects. 3 of which were in open field gate access with
near range views of the DAs where significant effects would be expected. These are
stationary views, whereas in reality the views would be glimpsed and of a very short
duration so likely to be of a lower scale of effect. The remaining 'significant' viewpoint
was from a locally elevated position on the highway. The majority of the road corridor
close to this viewpoint is filtered and screened by mature hedgerows allowing
transient and a glimpsed view.
Summary Conclusion

5.3.16

The LVIA demonstrates that Parc Solar Traffwll Solar Farm development could be
successfully integrated into the local landscape of Anglesey without causing
significant and wide scale harm to the landscape character, providing opportunities
for enhanced mitigation and management of the ‘undeveloped’ areas, totalling c.29
ha. The scheme was designed to minimise landscape impact and also includes
additional proposed mitigation in the form of the reinforcement of hedgerows to
improve visual containment of solar deployment areas and provide habitat for a range
of species, together with offsets and buffer zones and additional hedgerow planting
to minimise impacts on residential dwellings.

5.3.17

The assessment demonstrates that the development of the solar deployment areas
would result in no substantial adverse effects to the nearby protected landscapes
(The Anglesey AONB).

5.3.18

Whilst significant visual effects are noted, the assessment has established that these
would be focussed upon a limited number of near highway receptors only. However,
it is expected that the proposed planting mitigation and management of existing
hedgerows will over time reduce the level of visual effects on the near highway
receptors, filtering views to the DAs.

5.3.19

In terms of Policy 18 of Future Wales the LVIA has confirmed a not significant effect
on landscape character. Furthermore the LVIA and RVAA have confirmed that
significant visual effects will not be experienced at nearby communities and individual
dwellings. Whilst near highway receptors will have the potential for significant effects,
it is expected that the proposed planting mitigation and management of existing
hedgerows will over time reduce the level of visual effects on the near highway
receptors, filtering views to the DAs.

5.3.20

Strategic Policy PS5: Sustainable Development states that:
“All proposal should protect and improve the quality of the natural
environment, its landscapes and biodiversity assets, including understanding
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and appreciating them for the social and economic contribution they make in
accordance with Strategic Policy PS 19”.
5.3.21

Policy PCYFF 4: Design and Landscaping of the LDP states:
“All proposals should integrate into their surroundings. Proposals that fail to
show (in a manner appropriate to the nature, scale and location of the
proposed development) how landscaping has been considered from the outset
as part of the design proposal will be refused”.

5.3.22

The LVIA confirms that the character of the local landscape within the DAs will
change. However, the retention and management of surrounding vegetation
(acknowledged to be one of the key landscape characteristics) and proposed
mitigation will lessen the visual prominence of the solar farm, aiding landscape
integration. Overall, this is considered not be a significant effect, thus reflecting the
objectives of the above policies with regard to landscape character.

5.3.23

Whilst the LVIA concluded that of the seven dwellings identified as having potentially
significant adverse visual effects, the RVAA confirmed there would be no situation
where the solar development would appear ‘overbearing, overwhelming or
oppressive’ in such a way that the visual effects would render the properties as
unattractive and uninhabitable places to live. In summary the RVAA confirms that
identified residential receptors will not experience significant adverse effects. Whilst
near highway receptors will have the potential for significant effects, it is expected
that the proposed planting mitigation and management of existing hedgerows will
over time reduce the level of visual effects on the near highway receptors, filtering
views to the DAs. Therefore, the proposal demonstrates that the requirements of
Policy 18 of Future Wales, PPW11 and Strategic Policy PS5, and Policy PCYFF 4 of
Joint Local Development Plan would be satisfied and that the proposal would not
have an unacceptable impact on landscape character and visual amenity.

5.4

HYDROLOGY AND FLOOD RISK

5.4.1

A Flood Consequence Assessment (FCA) has been carried out for the Proposed
Development in accordance with guidance contained in Planning Policy Wales and
TAN15. The FCA identifies and assesses the risks of all forms of flooding to and from
the development and demonstrates how these flood risks will be managed so that the
development remains safe throughout its lifetime taking climate change into account.
Natural Resources Wales through the Development Advice Maps identifies parts of
DA4 and DA5 as falling within flood zone 2C and B. In light of this, a TAN15
Justification Test is required, and this is set out below. It should be noted that the
recently released Flood Risk Assessment Maps show only a low flood risk across a
small section of Area 46. NRW expects an update to the Development Advice Maps
to be available in the Summer of 2021.

5.4.2

In terms of surface water runoff, empirical evidence has found that, with wellmaintained grass underneath the panels, the solar panels themselves do not have a
significant impact on the runoff volumes of surface water.

5.4.3

The hydrology chapter of the ES concludes that potential impacts associated with the
construction/decommissioning and operational phases of the development on
identified hydrological receptors can be adequately controlled by proposed mitigation
resulting in only negligible impacts. Proposed mitigation includes:


A 4m minimum buffer strip on DAs 4 and 5 and a 6m buffer on DA6 adjacent to

6

https://maps.cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk/Html5Viewer/Index.html?configBase=https://maps.cyfoethnaturiolcymru
.gov.uk/Geocortex/Essentials/REST/sites/Flood_Risk/viewers/Flood_Risk/virtualdirectory/Resources/Config/Defa
ult&layerTheme=2
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the top of any small watercourse;
A Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) will be developed to manage the
additional site runoff anticipated during the construction phase. The detail will
be confirmed through a SuDS Design which will detail the methods that will be
used to discharge the surface water runoff as part of a SuDS Approval Body
(SAB) application. This has been subject to pre-application dialogue with the
SAB. Copies of the pre-application correspondence and the draft applications
for SAB consent are included in Appendix 10.3; and
A CEMP, based on principles set out in chapter 10 of the ES, will be developed
to consider soil management, erosion and sediment control, and storage/use
of construction materials.

5.4.4

DA6 is immediately upstream of Llyn Dinam Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
The development area has a network of ditches and drains which are currently in a
poor state and much of the silt and nutrients settles out in very localised temporary
ponding/ flooding areas or is lost en route before it reaches Llyn Dinam. There is a
history of flooding in the nearby Dol Eithin housing area and surface water from the
estate flows into DA6, and on a number of occasions surface water has surcharged
into the surface floodwater.

5.4.5

As part of a package of enhancements the ditch network will be managed to ensure
surface waters are retained for a sufficient period to maximise sediment and nutrient
fall out prior to entering the SAC. Details of the enhancement are presented in the
Sustainable Urban Drainage Approval Body (SAB) submission in Appendix 10.3.

5.4.6

Policy 17 of Future Wales requires proposals to promote net environmental
improvements. Clearly, management of the existing ditch network through DA6 will
realise significant benefit to local hydrology. Policy 18 of Future Wales states that
“Proposals for renewable and low carbon energy projects (including repowering)
qualifying as Developments of National Significance will be permitted subject to:
there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on national statutory designated
sites for nature conservation (and the features for which they have been
designated), protected habitats and species;”

5.4.7

The hydrology chapter of the ES concludes that potential impacts associated with the
proposal on identified receptors can be adequately controlled by mitigation. As such
local hydrology and the associated designated SAC and SSSI sites will be afforded
adequate protection over the life of the proposal. It is considered that the proposal
accords with the objectives of Policy 17 and 18 of Future Wales, Policy PCYFF 2,
PCYFF 6 and PS 19 of the LDP.
TAN 15 Justification Test

5.4.8

Discussions with IACC (as the Lead Local Flood Authority) confirmed that solar farms
are considered less vulnerable development. Less vulnerable development can be
accommodated in higher flood risk areas subject to meeting the requirements of the
Justification Test as prescribed in Section 6 of Technical Advice Note 15.

5.4.9

The Justification Test sets out the details required to justify siting a new development
in an area believed to be at risk of flooding and is defined in Section 6 of TAN15. The
required criteria a site / development must fulfil are:
i) its location in zone C is necessary to assist, or be part of, a local authority
regeneration initiative or a local authority strategy required to sustain an
existing settlement; or
ii) its location in zone C is necessary to contribute to key employment
objectives supported by the local authority, and other key partners, to sustain
an existing settlement or region;
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and
iii) it concurs with the aims of PPW and meets the definition of previously
developed land; and,
iv) the potential consequences of a flooding event for the particular type of
development have been considered, and in terms of the criteria contained in
sections 5 and 7 and appendix 1 found to be acceptable.
5.4.10

The following section appraises the proposed development with regard to the
Justification Test criteria.
Necessary to assist, or be part of, a local authority regeneration initiative or a local
authority strategy required to sustain an existing settlement.

5.4.11

Future Wales 2040 has ambitions for Wales to become a world leader in renewable
energy technologies. It acknowledges that the natural wind and tidal resources,
potential for solar generation, together with the support for both large and community
scaled projects and commitment to ensuring the planning system provides a strong
lead for renewable energy development, equate to a well-supported renewables
sector. This creates opportunity to attract new investment and reduce carbon
emissions in Wales.

5.4.12

Future Wales 2040 identifies the energy sector as a key industry and recognises that
decarbonisation commitments and renewable energy targets create an opportunity
to build a more resilient and equitable low-carbon economy, develop clean and
efficient transport infrastructure, improve public health and generate skilled jobs in
new sectors.

5.4.13

Future Wales 2040 breaks Wales into four Regions, the North Region comprises
Conwy, Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gwynedd, the Isle of Anglesey, Snowdonia National
Park. Decarbonisation and responding to the threat of the climate emergency is
described as central to the areas regional planning.

5.4.14

Policy 24 – North West Wales and Energy states that the Welsh Government
supports North West Wales as a location for new energy development and
investment. New energy-related development in the region should support local and
regional communities; provide jobs and investment in training and skills; and work
with universities and businesses across the region and the North West of England to
co-ordinate and maximise new investment to support the wider region.

5.4.15

Future Wales 2040 refers to The Anglesey ‘Energy Island’ Programme. The
Programme seeks to co-ordinate action in relation to new energy developments to
maximise the benefits for the area. It was established by The Isle of Anglesey County
Council and is a collective effort between several stakeholders within the public,
private and third sectors working in partnership, putting Anglesey at the forefront of
low carbon energy research and development, production and servicing, and bringing
with it potentially huge economic rewards.

5.4.16

Furthermore, the North Wales Economic Ambition Board has produced a Growth
Vision which sets out the vision across North Wales up to 2035. The North Wales
Economic Ambition Board is a partnership comprising the 6 Local Authorities in the
region, along with Bangor University, Glyndwr University, Coleg Cambria and Grŵp
Llandrillo Menai. The Board was established in 2012 by the partners to develop a
regional approach to economic growth and to addressing the challenges and barriers
facing the North Wales economy. In 2016 the Board adopted A Growth Vision for the
Economy of North Wales.

5.4.17

The Growth Vision refers to North Wales as an area positioned to be one of the
leading UK locations for energy generation and energy related supply chain
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investment. It aims to create expertise in business, with supportive academia to seize
opportunities for the global demand for low or zero carbon energy.
5.4.18

At a local level Anglesey and Gywnedd Joint Local Plan (2018) sets out Strategic
Objectives to realise its Vision of adapting and responding “positively to the
challenges of climate change… and which is recognized as a leading location for a
variety of renewable and low carbon energy sectors and knowledge based industries,
which will have contributed to transforming the local economy…”. SO6 seeks to
minimize, adapt and mitigate the impacts of climate change. In doing this the Local
Plan will promote renewable and low carbon energy production within the area.

5.4.19

Strategic Policy PS 5: Sustainable Development refers to all development proposals
needing to alleviate the causes of climate change. The Plan aims to facilitate both
Councils’ strategies to grow and diversify the Plan area’s economy. Strategic Policy
PS 13: Providing Opportunity for a Flourishing Economy states that the Councils will
facilitate economic growth in accordance with the spatial strategy of the Plan by
supporting economic prosperity and sustainability of rural communities.

5.4.20

The Parc Solar Traffwll proposal will make a significant contribution to achieving both
National and Local Policy objectives in relation to renewable energy generation,
economic opportunities (as presented in the Economic Benefits Statement
(Appendix 6.2) of the ES and sustainable living for the Island. It is considered that
the proposal is necessary to assist the local authority's strategy to sustain Anglesey
particularly through the Energy Island Programme and Growth Vision for the
Economy of North Wales.
Concurs with the aims of PPW and meets the definition of previously developed
land.

5.4.21

Planning Policy Wales 11 set outs 5 Key Principles that represent a guiding vision.
These principles support the culture change needed to embrace placemaking and
ensure that planning facilitates the right development in the right place. One of the
principles includes ‘Making Best Use of Resources.’ This principle requires “…making
development resilient to climate change, decarbonising society and developing a
circular economy for the benefit of both the built and natural environments and to
contribute to the achievement of the well-being goals”.

5.4.22

Chapter 5 (Productive and Enterprising Places) of the PPW sets out the Welsh
Government’s policies regarding Enterprising Placemaking and Well-being across
Wales. One of the key aims in relation to energy is:




5.4.23

For Wales to generate 70% of its electricity consumption from renewable
generation by 2030;
For one Gigawatt of renewable electricity capacity in Wales to be locally owned
by 2030; and
Actively managing the transition to a low carbon economy.

Chapter 5 of the PPW outlines the importance of the planning system to deliver these
targets, paragraph 5.7.15 states:
“The planning system has an active role to help ensure the delivery of these
targets, in terms of new renewable energy generating capacity and the
promotion of energy efficiency measures in buildings.

5.4.24

Paragraph 5.9.19 states that:
“In determining applications for the range of renewable and low carbon energy
technologies, planning authorities should take into account:
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• the contribution a proposal will make to meeting identified Welsh, UK and
European targets;
• the contribution to cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and
• the wider environmental, social and economic benefits and opportunities
from renewable and low carbon energy development.
5.4.25

Renewable energy generation has an important role in achieving sustainable
development. As part of decarbonising the Welsh economy, the proposal will provide
economic, social and environmental enhancements. Economic benefits will be
provided through the creation of temporary jobs and supporting local supply chains
during the construction phase. Social benefits will be realised through decentralised
energy generation and not relying on energy imports. Environmental gains would be
secured through carbon reduction and local biodiversity enhancements.

5.4.26

As the proposed Parc Solar Traffwll will export a maximum of 35MW of renewable
energy a significant contribution to achieving PPW’s vision will be made.

5.4.27

In terms of using previously developed land the availability of grid capacity is a key
factor that determines the location of PV schemes. If available grid is in a rural
location then it is unlikely there will be significant areas of previously developed land
on which to deploy PV. Chapter 5 of the ES provides a detailed breakdown of the site
selection process and why the application site was chosen. In summary, Anglesey
represents a particularly favourable area for solar deployment because of the high
levels of solar irradiation through its proximity to the coastline. This can increase
power generation over sites of equivalent size located away from the coast. Using
the Renewable Energy Capacity Assessment from the Joint LDP as a guide to focus
the site search, the Applicant reviewed a number of sites across Anglesey to assess
the potential for the development of solar projects. A range of technical,
environmental and economic factors are considered when assessing a site for
ground-mounted solar PV development. Key factors for consideration include:














Solar irradiation levels;
Availability and proximity of the local distribution network (grid);
Proximity to local population;
Topography;
Field size and shape;
Potential for overshadowing;
Development Plan Policy;
Access to the site for construction/decommissioning traffic;
Agricultural land quality;
Landscape sensitivity and visual impact amenity;
Nature conservation and potential for enhancement;
Flood risk; and
Land availability.

5.4.28

TAN15 was published in 2004 and it is unlikely that large-scale ground mounted solar
schemes were given fair consideration as part of the previously developed land
requirement. As such it is considered to be an out-dated and onerous requirement.

5.4.29

The
Inspector’s
Report
on
the
Llanwern
Solar
proposal
(ref.
APP/G6935/A/16/3150137) from October 2018 considered the Justification Test
associated with the defended C1 flood zone application site. The Inspector
acknowledged that the site was not previously developed land, but paragraph 306 of
the report stated:
There are, however, robust reasons why the proposal needs to be located in
this area. Foremost of these are the availability and proximity to a grid
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connection, and the high number of hours of sunshine. The former is not
present in most other locations in the plan area or even nationally, and the
highest and second highest average values for sunshine duration are nearly
all in coastal locations. In the absence in TAN 15 of any consideration of
renewable energy installations, I consider these circumstances to present an
alternative and strong justification for the proposed development’s location in
this area. Where there are exceptions to the general rule TAN 15 states that
these will not be subject to the first part of the justification test but subject to
the acceptability of consequences part of the test.
5.4.30

Furthermore, the business model for the development of subsidy free PV schemes is
based on fine margins. Including land that has an increased of potential
contamination (through previous uses) and subsequent requirement to clean the land
prior to development could make the scheme unviable. Chapter 5 of the
Environmental Statement provides a full assessment of the site selection process
and why using previously developed land was not an option.
Consequences of a flooding event for the particular type of development have been
considered and found to be acceptable.

5.4.31

The flood risk to the site has been explored in detail in the FCA (Appendix 8.1) and
in summary the flood risks are outlined in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1: Risk Posed by Flooding Sources
Sources of Flooding
Fluvial Flooding
Tidal Flooding
Groundwater Flooding
Surface Water
Flooding
Sewer Flooding
Flooding from Artificial
Drainage
Systems/Infrastructure
Failure

Potential
Flood
Risk

Potential Source

Probability
and
Significance

No
No

Small Watercourses/ Afon
Crigyll
None Reported
None Reported

Yes

Poor Permeability

Low

No

None Reported

None

No

None Reported

None

Yes

Low
None
None

5.4.32

From the above table it is clear the potential significance of flooding is at worst low;
from fluvial and surface water sources.

5.4.33

In accordance with Section 6 of TAN15 and following pre-application discussions with
NRW7 the proposal has been designed to incorporate suitable mitigation to meet the
criteria of which requires:
Minimal risk to life

5.4.34

The solar farm is controlled remotely and attendance at the site in adverse weather
conditions is not conducive to maintenance activities etc. If the weather is inclement,
or a warning of flooding is issued, the solar farm will not be visited.
Minimal disruption to people living and working in the area.

5.4.35

7

The sites are located within a low flood risk area (as stated in 5.4.1 above) therefore
a permanently safe and dry access can be maintained. The existing roads are

DAS response dated 14th July 2020, presented as an Appendix to the FCA in Appendix 8.1
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generally raised about 600mm above the neighbouring fields. The roads will therefore
be coincident with the upper confidence interval flood level in the 1 in 100 year and 1
in 200 year event at the end of the lifetime of the development.
Minimal potential damage to property.
5.4.36

The solar arrays and vulnerable infrastructure will be located above the ground level.
The modules are raised off the ground such that the leading edge of each panel will
be approximately 0.90m off the ground and the top edge approximately 3m off the
ground. Consequently, the panels will be unaffected by floodwater depths.
Minimal impact of the proposed development on flood risk generally.

5.4.37

The frame supporting the solar panels should not impede overland flow or reduce
flood storage capacity, as it would only be the legs which would be within the path of
overland flow or floodwaters. The legs are of narrow dimension (60mm) and wellspaced (between 4 and 6m apart).

5.4.38

The ancillary structures: substation, transformers etc are also small structures and
therefore only require shallow foundations, limiting ground disturbance and disruption
to overland flow routes. The proposals are based on maintaining the existing
drainage, the structures associated with the solar farm will introduce only small areas
of impermeable surfacing. It is not proposed to install new drainage infrastructure but
maintain existing greenfield runoff rates.
Minimal disruption to natural heritage.

5.4.39

Where possible existing farm access tracks will be used, and the position of new
access tracks will avoid the necessity for watercourse crossings to avoid changes to
in-channel flow and disturbance of the riparian habitat.
Meeting the Justification Test - Conclusion

5.4.40

The Justification Test requires three of the four listed criteria need to be met. The
above information demonstrates that the proposed solar farm would make a
significant contribution to the objectives of National and Local policy and also regional
and local programmes to improve local communities in Anglesey.

5.4.41

Whilst the application site is not previously developed land, the proposal does reflect
the objectives of PPW11 in providing renewable energy generation as part of
decarbonising the Welsh economy, also the proposal will provide economic, social
and environmental enhancements. It is noted from a recent DNS decision (ref.
APP/G6935/A/16/3150137) that the Inspector took the view (and this was endorsed
by the Minister’s decision) that the locational requirements of the development, and
the absence in TAN 15 of any consideration of renewable energy installations,
provide robust reasons why solar development only needs to be subject to the
acceptability of consequences test in TAN15.

5.4.42

Lastly, the site layout has been strategically planned to ensure flood risk to the site
and users are managed together with the flood risk of neighbouring third parties.
Furthermore, the FCA details the potential consequences of flooding from all sources
taking into account the proposed development type has been considered and has
been found to be acceptable.

5.4.43

Therefore, the proposed development meets the requirements of the Justification
Test as set out in TAN15.

5.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION

5.5.1

Five noise sensitive locations were identified within the vicinity of the development
area, including residential properties. Noise surveys were simultaneously carried out
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at these locations to understand the local noise climate. These background levels
were then compared with likely sound levels generated during the construction,
operational and decommissioning phases of the proposal.
5.5.2

During the construction and decommissioning phases there would be a variety of
noise sources from various activities at different times such as deliveries, trenching
or constructing the arrays. The highest noise levels relative to nearest receptors are
likely to occur during site preparation and infrastructure activities. However, the
proposed mitigation will ensure noise levels are kept to acceptable levels. Such
measures include:




Restricting activity to current permitted hours during the daytime;
Regular maintenance of plant;
Where required, use of local screening where plant is being used in close
proximity to sensitive receptor boundaries or around plant (e.g. within 30m of
sensitive boundary) using temporary hoarding.

5.5.3

During the operational phase noise levels will be low at identified receptor locations.
This is due to the relatively quiet nature of the operational equipment.

5.5.4

Due to the nature of the construction techniques and the distance to sensitive
receptors the potential for vibration effects are unlikely.

5.5.5

Policy 18 of Future Wales 2040 states that “Proposals for renewable and low carbon
energy projects (including repowering) qualifying as Developments of National
Significance will be permitted subject to…
7. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts by way of shadow flicker, noise,
reflected light, air quality or electromagnetic disturbance;

5.5.6

Paragraph 5.9.20 of PPW11 states that:
Planning authorities should also identify and require suitable ways to avoid,
mitigate or compensate adverse impacts of renewable and low carbon energy
development. The construction, operation, decommissioning, remediation and
aftercare of proposals should take into account:
the need to minimise impacts on local communities, such as from noise and
air pollution, to safeguard quality of life for existing and future generations;

5.5.7

Policy PCYFF 2: Development Criteria of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint LDP
states that:
“…Additionally, planning permission will be refused where the proposed
development would have an unacceptable adverse impact on:
The health, safety or amenity of occupiers of local residences, other land and
property uses or characteristics of the locality due to increased activity,
disturbance, vibration, noise, dust, fumes, litter, drainage, light pollution, or
other forms of pollution or nuisance.

5.5.8

Solar Farms are inherently quiet operations, with only the air-cooling systems
associated with the inverters and substations and the general operation of the
transformers generating sound power levels. The Noise assessments undertaken for
the project and reported in ES Volume 1.

5.5.9

Chapter 8 of the ES demonstrates that there will be no significant impacts due to
noise on any sensitive receptors in the construction or operational phases. The
project is therefore considered to satisfy the requirements for noise protection
afforded by Policy 18 of Future Wales and policy PCYFF2 of the LDP.
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5.6

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

5.6.1

Following the Desk-Based Assessment and the guidance provided in the EIA Scoping
Direction for the proposed development, archaeological evaluation was conducted
within the four Development Areas (DA3, 4, 5 and 6) to help determine the level of
subsurface archaeology present. The archaeological evaluation was a two staged
process that comprised a geophysical survey undertaken in July and August 2020.
Subsequent to the conclusion of the survey 131 trial trenches were excavated in
November and December 2020 to investigate geophysical anomalies and blank DAs
on the geophysical survey.

5.6.2

The desk-based assessment identified 13 scheduled monuments within the 5km
search of the Development Areas of the proposed development. The desk-based
assessment and the Historic Asset Setting Impact Assessment determined that the
majority of the scheduled monuments will not be directly or indirectly impacted upon
by the proposed development.

5.6.3

There are no listed buildings within the proposed Development Areas but 94 Listed
Buildings are located within the 5km search area of the desk-based assessment, four
of which are located adjacent the application site.

5.6.4

Of the 131 trial trenches excavated 77 contained no archaeological evidence. The
remaining 55 trial trenches confirmed the presence of archaeological features,
primarily linears, which upon investigation proved to be agricultural in nature, being
for example, former field boundaries, former trackways, plough furrows or land drains.
The remaining archaeological features uncovered within the trial trenches were
isolated pits; in total four such features were identified in the trial trenches. The most
notable of these contained a standing stone in DA5. Proposed further works include
a control strip of an identified burnt mound in DA4, a small ring ditch in DA5 and
possible standing stone in Area 5.

5.6.5

A four-stage assessment of the impact of the proposed development on the Castellor
Hut Group Scheduled Monument was completed in accordance with the guidance in
Cadw’s “Setting of Historic Assets in Wales”. It was determined that the proposed
solar farm, primarily DA3, will have a negative impact on the setting of Castellor Hut
Group Scheduled monument, and the magnitude of this impact was assessed as
moderate, as the scale and proximity of the proposed development will result in
considerable changes to the setting of the historic asset that significantly modify the
setting. As a result it was decided to remove DA3 from the proposed development.

5.6.6

Policy 18 of Future Wales 2040 states that “Proposals for renewable and low carbon
energy projects (including repowering) qualifying as Developments of National
Significance will be permitted subject to…
6. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on statutorily protected built
heritage assets;

5.6.7

Paragraph 5.9.20 of PPW11 states:
Planning authorities should also identify and require suitable ways to avoid,
mitigate or compensate adverse impacts of renewable and low carbon energy
development. The construction, operation, decommissioning, remediation and
aftercare of proposals should take into account:
• the impact on the natural and historic environment;

5.6.8

Policy PS20: Preserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing Heritage Assets of the
Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint LDP states that:
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In seeking to support the wider economic and social needs of the Plan area,
the Local Planning Authorities will preserve and where appropriate, enhance
its unique heritage assets.
Proposals that will preserve and where appropriate enhance the following
heritage assets, their setting and significant views into and out of the
building/area will be granted:
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other areas of archaeological importance
(in line with Policy AT 4).
Listed Buildings and their curtilages.
5.6.9

Policy AT4: Protection of Non-Designated Archaeological Sites and their Setting of
the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint LDP states that:
Proposals which may have a significant adverse impact on sites that are of
potential national archaeological importance and their setting, or are of
acknowledged local heritage importance, including sites of industrial
archaeology that are not scheduled and their settings will:
1. Be assessed in terms of the intrinsic importance of the ‘site’ and the
potential extent of harm.
2. Require, where appropriate, either an archaeological assessments and/ or
field evaluation by an archaeological body or a professionally qualified
archaeologist in order to determine the archaeological impact of the proposed
development before the Planning Authority determines the application.
A proposal which affects locally important archaeological remains will only be
granted if the need for the development overrides the significance of the
archaeological remains.
Where proposals are acceptable, a condition will be attached to the
permission stating that no development should take place until an agreed
programme of archaeological work has taken place.

5.6.10

The ES chapter concludes that no additional mitigation will be required for
archaeological remains when the solar farm is operational as it should have been
suitably resolved prior to or during the construction phase of the project.

5.6.11

The partial views to the Grade II listed buildings from the solar farm will be suitably
mitigated through a combination of landscaping and/or the introduction of additional
vegetation.

5.6.12

After mitigation, no significant effects on any known archaeological remains, listed
buildings and scheduled monuments are predicted. The residual significance of effect
during the construction, operation and decommissioning phases of the proposal has
been assessed to be minor adverse for the archaeological remains and most of the
affected listed buildings; the exception being the Church of St Mihangel which the
solar farm will have a negligible effect.

5.6.13

As such it is considered that the proposed development meets the objectives of Policy
18 of Future Wales, PPW11 and policies PS20 and AT4 of the LDP.

5.7

ECOLOGY

5.7.1

Of the five statutory sites designated for nature conservation (European) within 10km
of the application site, two (Llyn Dinam Special Area of Conservation and Glannau
Ynys Gybi /Holy Island Coast Special Protection Area) have been scoped into the
assessment. The remaining statutory sites have been scoped out of the assessment
as there are no ecological or hydrological links with the application site.
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5.7.2

Of the six statutory sites designated for nature conservation under national legislation
within 10km of the application area, two (Llynnau y Fali SSSI and Llyn Traffwll SSSI)
have been scoped into the assessment. The remaining statutory sites have been
scoped out of the assessment as there are no ecological or hydrological links with
the application site.

5.7.3

There are 14 non-statutory sites designated for nature conservation within 2km of the
application site. Three sites are adjacent to some of the development areas and have
been scoped into the assessment namely Cors Plas, Tywyn Trewan and RSPB
Valley Wetlands Reserve. The remaining sites have been scoped out of assessment
as there are no ecological features that are likely to be affected by the proposal.

5.7.4

A significant amount of baseline survey work has been completed to fully understand
the habitats and species they support. In consultation with NRW and IACC the
following surveys have been completed:











Habitat Survey;
Great Crested Newts;
Breeding Birds;
Wintering Birds;
Bats;
Otters and Water Voles;
Badgers
Red Squirrel;
Reptiles; and
Eels.

5.7.5

Semi-improved neutral grassland is dominant across DA 6, while DAs 4 and 5
comprise improved grassland, also of note are the varying amounts of rush pasture
intermixed with the semi-improved grassland particularly on DA 6.

5.7.6

In response to the identified linkages to nearby designated sites and the findings of
the survey work the following mitigation is proposed:





5.7.7

No deployment in DA 6 where it overlaps the SAC/SSSI areas and undertake
management of adjacent non-deployment area for key wildlife;
Enhancements to SAC/SSSI through no agricultural inputs to the development
areas and management of the principal drain through DA 6 to improve water
quality;
All development areas will be enhanced through re-sowing with a species-rich
wild flower and fine grass mix suitable for grazing; and
Installing bat boxes of multiple designs in taller trees at the margins of the
development areas;

Policy 18 of Future Wales 2040 states that “Proposals for renewable and low carbon
energy projects (including repowering) qualifying as Developments of National
Significance will be permitted subject to…
3. there are no adverse effects on the integrity of Internationally designated
sites (including National Site Network sites and Ramsar sites) and the features
for which they have been designated (unless there are no alternative
solutions, Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) and
appropriate compensatory measures have been secured);
4. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on national statutory designated
sites for nature conservation (and the features for which they have been
designated), protected habitats and species;
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5. the proposal includes biodiversity enhancement measures to provide a net
benefit for biodiversity;
5.7.8

Paragraph 5.9.20 of PPW11 states:
Planning authorities should also identify and require suitable ways to avoid,
mitigate or compensate adverse impacts of renewable and low carbon energy
development. The construction, operation, decommissioning, remediation and
aftercare of proposals should take into account:
• the impact on the natural and historic environment;

5.7.9

Strategic Policy PS 19: Conserving and Where Appropriate Enhancing the Natural
Environment of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint LDP states that:
“The Councils will manage development so as to conserve and where
appropriate enhance the Plan area’s distinctive natural environment,
countryside and coastline, and proposals that have a significant adverse effect
on them will be refused unless the need for and benefits of the development in
that location clearly outweighs the value of the site or area and national policy
protection for that site and area in question. When determining a planning
application, consideration will need to be given to the following:
1. Safeguard the Plan area’s habitats and species, geology, history, the
coastline and landscapes;
2. Protect or where appropriate enhance sites of international, national,
regional and local importance and, where appropriate, their settings in line
with National Policy;
3. Have appropriate regard to the relative significance of international, national
or local designations in considering the weight to be attached to
acknowledged interests, ensuring that any international or national
responsibilities and obligations are fully met in accordance with National
Policy;
4. Protect or enhance biodiversity within the Plan area and enhance and/or
restore networks of natural habitats in accordance with the Local Biodiversity
Action Plans and Policy AMG 5;
5. Protect or enhance biodiversity through networks of green/ blue
infrastructure;
6. Safeguard internationally, nationally and locally protected species;
7. Protect, retain or enhance the local character and distinctiveness of the
individual Landscape Character Areas (in line with Policy AMG 2) and
Seascape Character Areas (in line with Policy AMG 4);
8. Protect, retain or enhance trees, hedgerows or woodland of visual,
ecological, historic cultural or amenity value.

5.7.10

Policy AMG 5: Local Biodiversity Conservation of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint
LDP states that:
Proposals must protect and, where appropriate, enhance biodiversity that has
been identified as being important to the local area by:
a. Avoiding significant harmful impacts through the sensitive location of
development.
b. Considering opportunities to create, improve and manage wildlife habitats
and natural landscape including wildlife corridors, stepping stones, trees,
hedges, woodlands and watercourses.
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A proposal affecting sites of local biodiversity importance will be refused
unless they can conform with all of the following criteria:
1. That there are no other satisfactory alternative sites available for the
development.
2. The need for the development outweighs the importance of the site for local
nature conservation;
3. That appropriate mitigation or compensation measures are included as part
of the proposal.
Where necessary, an Ecological Assessment which highlights the relevant
local biodiversity issues should be included with the planning application.”
5.7.11

Policy AMG 6: Protecting Sites of Regional or Local of the Anglesey and Gwynedd
Joint LDP states that:
“Proposals that are likely to cause direct or indirect significant harm to Local
Nature Reserves (LNR), Wildlife Sites (WS) or regionally important geological /
geomorphologic sites (RIGS) will be refused, unless it can be proven that
there is an overriding social, environmental and/or economic need for the
development, and that there is no other suitable site that would avoid having a
detrimental impact on sites of local nature conservation value or local
geological importance.
When a development is granted, it will be necessary to ensure that there are
appropriate mitigation measures in place. It will be possible to use planning
conditions and/or obligations in order to safeguard the site’s biodiversity and
geological importance.”

5.7.12

As set out in chapter 5 of the ES the proposed development has reduced in size
significantly through an iterative design process to mitigate potential impacts on
identified species.

5.7.13

As part of the management of the development areas there will be a significant
increase in botanical diversity which will lead to an increase in invertebrate diversity.
In combination, such enhancements are likely to produce significant benefits for
breeding and wintering birds, small mammals, bats, reptiles and amphibians. These
benefits will be provided over the 40 year life of the solar farm.

5.7.14

The management of the southernmost and western fields of DA6 as wet pasture /
floodplain grazing marsh will provide a positive water quality improvement to Llyn
Dinam SAC and Llynnau y Fali SSSI. In addition, the principal drain through Area 6
will be managed as a vegetated ditch designed to slow the flow of water to aid settling
out of sediment and filter the water. The significance of this impact is positive and
moderate.

5.7.15

Whilst the construction phase may lead to temporary displacement and disturbance
of foraging behaviour, this impact However will be temporary (4-5 months
approximately). Taking into account all the proposed mitigations, the scale should
be contained within the immediate environs of the development.

5.7.16

As such it is considered that the proposed development meets the objectives of Policy
18 of Future Wales, PPW11 and policies PS19, AMG5 and AMG6 of the LDP.

5.8

AGRICULTURAL LAND QUALITY

5.8.1

A Soils and Agricultural Quality Assessment is presented in Appendix 5.1 to the ES.
The assessment concludes that agricultural land classification (ALC) grades 2 and
3a occur across approximately 15.4ha of the deployment area (land within the
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proposed security fence) with grade 2 accounting for approximately 3.3ha8 of that
total.
5.8.2

The assessment shows the majority of DA 6 is graded either 4 or 3b, with a very small
area (0.2ha) of grade 3a within this development area. All the fields that make up
DA4 and 5 have grades 4 or 3b ALC and given these are farmed as whole fields,
agricultural use is influenced by the poorer grades. This reflects historical agricultural
use of the land for grazing or haymaking only.

5.8.3

The assessment identified there was 0.7ha of grade 2 ALC on DA4 and 2.6ha of
grade 2 on DA5.

5.8.4

Paragraph 3.58 of PPW11 states that “Agricultural land of grades 1, 2 and 3a of the
Agricultural Land Classification system (ALC)16 is the best and most versatile, and
should be conserved as a finite resource for the future”. Paragraph 3.59 continues
“...If land in grades 1, 2 or 3a does need to be developed, and there is a choice
between sites of different grades, development should be directed to land of the
lowest grade”. Strategic Policy PS 6: Alleviating and Adapting to the Effects of
Climate Change of the LDP states that “In order to adapt to the effects of climate
change, proposals will only be permitted where it is demonstrated with appropriate
evidence that they have fully taken account of and responded to the following:
6. Safeguarding the best and most versatile agricultural land, promoting
allotments, support opportunities for local food production and farming in order
to reduce the area’s contribution to food miles;”

5.8.5

The assessment has determined there are elements of ‘Best and Most Versatile’
agricultural land within the development areas. But given the varied nature of the
identified ALC grades it is not possible to farm the land that reflects (in part) the higher
grades. As such agricultural management of the land has always fallen within the
capabilities of the lowest grade hence the development areas have always been
grazed or used for haymaking. Once the solar farm comes to the end of its operational
life, the site will be dismantled and return to full agriculture. After a period of 40 years
as effectively being fallow, the quality of the land would be expected to improve.

5.8.6

Furthermore, the development areas will still be grazed as a grassland management
technique albeit not to current intensity. As such it is considered that the proposed
development meets the objectives of PPW11 and policy PS6 of the LDP.

5.9

HIGHWAYS AND TRAFFIC

5.9.1

The Transport Statement (which incorporates the CTMS) sets out the current and
proposed access arrangements to the four development areas which form the
application site, the anticipated construction programme, construction vehicle
numbers and routing of deliveries, construction worker numbers and the proposed
construction hours.

5.9.2

The construction of the solar farm is expected to last around 4 to 5 months. During
this period, there will be journeys associated with the arrival and departure of site
staff and the delivery of parts and construction materials.

5.9.3

It is anticipated that the construction phase will generate approximately 330 return
journey deliveries to site, or 660 individual movements. The first month will see the
highest deliveries to site at 128. Even at the most intense period of construction when
solar panels, frames, posts and electrical support equipment and fencing are being
delivered, there would be approximately an average of around 4-5 HGV deliveries

8

The deployment area is the available land for the siting of the PV panels, the development area
includes non-operational land for provision of biodiversity management and or grazing as necessary
for example.
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per working day. As all deliveries will result in a return journey for the vehicle there
will be up to an average of just over 10 movements per working day.
5.9.4

Some materials and equipment will be delivered directly to the other plots but in most
cases will be transferred by smaller vehicles to and from DA4. These will be additional
movements between the areas.

5.9.5

An estimated 120 to 190 staff will be on site during the peak of the construction period,
depending on the phases of the construction schedule. It is envisaged that staff will
be from both local and regional contractors who will be encouraged to use shared
transport such as minibus or car-sharing providing this is possible in terms of current
public health guidelines. All vehicle parking will be provided within the temporary
construction compound, there will be no parking on the local highway network.

5.9.6

Policy 18 of Future Wales 2040 states that “Proposals for renewable and low carbon
energy projects (including repowering) qualifying as Developments of National
Significance will be permitted subject to…
9. there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on the transport network
through the transportation of components or source fuels during its
construction and/or ongoing operation;

5.9.7

Paragraph 5.9.20 of PPW11 states:
The construction, operation, decommissioning, remediation and aftercare of
proposals should take into account:
the capacity of, and effects on the transportation network

5.9.8

Policy TRA 4: Managing Transport Impacts of the LPD states:
Proposals that would cause unacceptable harm to the safe and efficient
operation of the highway, public transport and other movement networks
including pedestrian and cycle routes, public rights of way and bridle routes,
will be refused.

5.9.9

Policy PCYFF 2: Development Criteria of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint LDP
states that:
“…Additionally, planning permission will be refused where the proposed
development would have an unacceptable adverse impact on:
The health, safety or amenity of occupiers of local residences, other land and
property uses or characteristics of the locality due to increased activity,
disturbance, vibration, noise, dust, fumes, litter, drainage, light pollution, or
other forms of pollution or nuisance.

5.9.10

Solar farms do not generate large amounts of traffic even during the construction
phase which in this case is estimated to be a 4 to 5 month period. The extent of
proposed mitigation measures will be dependent on the appointed contractor for the
construction of the facility. However, the CTMS outlines several broad measures that
could be readily implemented which include:







The use of a banksman to help guide deliveries into sites;
Advisory temporary signage on the highway for works in the area;
Temporary signage along the proposed route from the A55 to ensure deliveries
follow agreed routes;
Provide sufficient parking areas within the plots and adjacent to the temporary
construction compound so there is no parking on the highway or potential
blockage to access tracks;
Vehicles carrying loose material shall be sheeted;
The use of bowsers/sprays as necessary during dry conditions to prevent dust
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and the use of wheel cleaning facilities to prevent transfer on to the highway as
required;
Secure the site to prevent unauthorised access;
Regularly monitor the condition of the highway for spoil transfer or damage and
rectify as required;
Contact local residents prior to construction works commencing advising of
anticipated duration and a contact number to advise of any issues/concerns;
and
Turning engines off when not in use.

5.9.11

As such it is considered that the proposed development meets the objectives of Policy
18 of the Future Wales, PPW11 and policies TRA4 and PCYFF2 of the LDP.

5.10

SOCIO ECONOMIC

5.10.1

The social and economic benefits of the proposed development are clear. Through
localised energy production more benefits can be directed to the local communities
through skills, quality jobs and a greater retention of economic value.

5.10.2

Anglesey is one of ten Enterprise Zones across Wales. The vision for Anglesey
Enterprise Zone is to create a world-renowned centre of excellence for the
production, demonstration, and servicing of low carbon energy.

5.10.3

The Economic Benefits Statement (appendix 6.2 of the ES) identifies that the Isle of
Anglesey and Gwynedd authority area, and the North Region, have a higher
concentration of professional, scientific and technical jobs when compared to Wales
as a whole. This is also the case for business administration, information
communication and finance/insurance roles. This highlights the areas potential to
meet the skills requirement.

5.10.4

The Economic Benefits Statement also notes it is evident from higher education
development and regional skills plans that the environment and energy are becoming
attractive career paths. For example Bangor University has a growing specialism in
Nuclear and Low Carbon energy research and development. By locating on the Isle
of Anglesey the Solar Farm would be supporting the industries development as a key
growth sector.

5.10.5

The Development could employ approximately 120 to 190 people in the initial 4-5
month construction phase, followed by approximately two maintenance staff over the
40 year lifespan. The labour force employed throughout the initial four-month
construction stage could generate between £1.7m and £2.6m in GVA. The two
employees working throughout the 40-year operation phase could generate a further
£3.3m in GVA.

5.10.6

Employment onsite would support local business through daily expenditure and also
any accommodation required for the temporary period. The Proposed Development
could also allow local business to operate on clean energy. Allowing them to market
themselves as low carbon businesses. It could be particularly attractive to investors,
clients and the tourism market.

5.10.7

Policy 17 – Renewable and Low Carbon Energy and Associated Infrastructure of
Future Wales states:
Proposals should describe the net benefits the scheme will bring in terms of
social, economic, environmental and cultural improvements to local
communities.

5.10.8

Policy 24 – North West Wales and Energy of Future Wales states:
New energy-related development in the region should support local and
regional communities; provide jobs and investment in training and skills; and
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work with universities and businesses across the region and the North West of
England to co-ordinate and maximise new investment to support the wider
region.
5.10.9

Paragraph 5.7.6 of PPW11 states:
The planning system should secure an appropriate mix of energy provision,
which maximises benefits to our economy and communities whilst minimising
potential environmental and social impacts. This forms part of the Welsh
Government’s aim to secure the strongest economic development policies, to
underpin growth and prosperity in Wales, recognising the importance of
decarbonisation and the sustainable use of natural resources, both as an
economic driver and a commitment to sustainable development.

5.10.10 PPW11 continues in paragraph 5.9.19 to state:
In determining applications for the range of renewable and low carbon energy
technologies, planning authorities should take into account:
the wider environmental, social and economic benefits and opportunities from
renewable and low carbon energy development.
5.10.11 Strategic Policy PS5: Sustainable Development of the LDP states that “Proposals
should also where appropriate:
10. Promote a varied and responsive local economy that encourages
investment and that will support Centres, Villages and rural areas in
accordance with Strategic Policy PS 13;
11. Support the local economy and businesses by providing opportunities for
lifelong learning and skills development in accordance with Strategic Policy PS
13;
5.10.12 Furthermore, the Proposed Development offers the opportunity to build awareness
of the energy sector and expand the knowledge network through potential
collaboration with local schools. In addition to this the Applicant actively works with
university research programs. Therefore, it is considered the proposed development
meets with the objectives of Polices 17 and 18 of Future Wales, PPW11 and Policy
PS5 of the LDP.

5.11

GLINT AND GLARE

5.11.1

Pre-application discussions with the Ministry of Defence confirmed the need for a
glint and glare assessment. However, it was agreed that the assessment should only
cover the potential from DA6, the closest development area to the runways at RAF
Valley.

5.11.2

The glint and glare assessment, presented in Appendix 6.1 confirms that no impact
upon the Air Traffic Control Tower or the approach paths to the runways are expected.
Whilst a solar reflection is possible towards up to 1.3 miles of the 2-mile approach
path, at worst (from 1.2 miles to 1.3 miles) a marginal ‘yellow’ glare could occur, but
only for 14 minutes of the year and would be on the periphery of a pilot’s field of
vision. Following further consultation with the MoD (presented in Appendix 6.2) it
was agreed that these potential risks were acceptable.

5.11.3

Therefore the proposed development meets the requirements of Policy 18 –
Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Developments of National Significance in that
the “there are no unacceptable adverse impacts by way of… reflected light…” and
“there are no unacceptable impacts on the operations of defence facilities and
operations (including aviation and radar) …” Furthermore, the proposed development
will be in accordance with Policy ADN2 of the LDP as it “…will not result in significant
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harm to the safety or amenity of sensitive receptors including effect from glint and
glare and will not have an unacceptable impact on roads, rail or aviation safety.”

5.12

SUMMARY OF KEY PLANNING ISSUES

5.12.1

This policy appraisal has considered the key planning issues associated with the
proposed development. The principle of development is supported strongly by
national and local planning policy.

5.12.2

The LVIA demonstrates that the proposed development could be successfully
integrated into the local landscape of Anglesey without causing significant and wide
scale harm to the landscape character. Whilst significant visual effects are noted, the
assessment has established that these would be focussed upon a limited number of
near highway receptors only. However, it is expected that the proposed planting
mitigation and management of existing hedgerows will over time reduce the level of
visual effects on the near highway receptors, filtering views to the DAs.

5.12.3

The TAN 15 Development Advice Maps identify parts of DA4 and 5 as being within
flood zone 2C and B and as such a TAN15 Justification Test is required. However, it
should be noted that the recently released NRW Flood Risk Assessment Maps show
only a low flood risk across a small section of DA 4. This policy appraisal clearly sets
out how the proposed development meets the TAN15 Justification Test.

5.12.4

As part of the management of the development areas there will be a significant
increase in botanical diversity which will lead to an increase in invertebrate diversity.
In combination, such enhancements are likely to produce significant benefits for
breeding and wintering birds, small mammals, bats, reptiles and amphibians. These
benefits will be provided over the 40 year life of the solar farm. In particular the
management of the southernmost and western fields of DA6 as wet pasture /
floodplain grazing marsh will provide a positive water quality improvement to Llyn
Dinam SAC and Llynnau y Fali SSSI. In addition, the principal drain through DA6 will
be managed as a vegetated ditch designed to slow the flow of water to aid settling
out of sediment and filter the water. The significance of this impact is positive and
moderate.

5.12.5

After mitigation, no significant effects on any known archaeological remains, listed
buildings and scheduled monuments are predicted. The residual significance of effect
during the construction, operational and decommissioning phases of the proposal
has been assessed to be minor adverse for the archaeological remains and most of
the affected listed buildings.

5.12.6

The assessment has determined there are elements of ‘Best and Most Versatile’
agricultural land within the development areas. But given the varied nature of the
identified ALC grades it is not possible to farm the land that reflects (in part) the higher
grades. As such agricultural management of the land has always fallen within the
capabilities of the lowest grade hence the development areas have always been
grazed or used for haymaking. Once the solar farm comes to the end of its operational
life, the site will be dismantled and return to full agriculture. After a period of 40 years
as effectively being fallow, the quality of the land would be expected to improve.

5.12.7

The policy appraisal summarises there will be no adverse impact to the following
environmental topics:







Ecology and Nature Conservation
Traffic and Transport
Noise and Vibration
Socio Economic
Glint and Glare
Climate Change
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5.12.8

The proposed development is considered, on balance, to be in accordance with the
Development Plan Policies.
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6.

6. SUMMARY &
CONCLUSIONS
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

This Planning Statement describes a proposal by Parc Solar Traffwll to construct and
operate at solar farm on approximately 63ha of land.

6.2

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

6.2.1

Of the environmental topic areas considered as part of the EIA, the significance of
impacts from the continued operations considered to be greater than negligible are
limited to:




Ecology
Landscape and visual
Historic Environment

6.2.2

The potential impacts on ecology were identified during the construction and
decommissioning phase as negative minor but moderate positive during the
operational phase. The minor negative impact was due to potential disturbances to
species and their habitats, a temporary minor adverse impact during the 4-5 month
construction/decommissioning phases. However, once the solar farm is operational
moderate positive impacts will be experienced by identified designated sites and the
on-site habitats and species over a period of 40 years.

6.2.3

The potential impacts on landscape character and visual amenity were identified
during the construction and decommissioning phase as minor (negative) due to the
short duration. During the operational phase whilst adverse landscape effects are
acknowledged, a moderate significance of landscape effect is concluded. In terms of
visual amenity, whilst significant visual effects are noted, the assessment has
established that these would be focussed upon a limited number of near highway
receptors only.

6.2.4

The potential impacts on heritage resources were identified during the construction
and decommissioning phase as minor adverse following mitigation due to the
potential for physical disturbance of known archaeology. Given that targeted
archaeological evaluation will be undertaken prior to commence of the development
the impacts have reduced from moderate adverse.

6.3

PLANNING POLICY

6.3.1

This policy appraisal has considered the key planning issues associated with the
proposed development. The principle of development is supported strongly by
National and Local planning policy.

6.3.2

The proposed development is considered to be entirely in accordance with Policies
17 and 18 of Future Wales, PPW and the adopted JLDP.

6.4

CONCLUSION

6.4.1

The proposed development will realise substantial benefits in terms of renewable
electricity, enhanced local biodiversity and improved socio-economic opportunities
for the Isle of Anglesey and is considered, on balance, to be in accordance with the
development plan. Consequently, it is considered that planning permission should be
granted.
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